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CHAPTER I 
mTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In a modern language arts program today, oral language is functioning 
in such a way as to help children develop their thoughts and give effective 
expression to their own ideas. 
As oral language becomes the basis of written expression, it seems 
essential, therefore, to be concerned with its worth while development. 
An important factor in the development of acceptable oral language 
is the acquisition of an adequate speaking vocabulary. 
As a prime requisite of good oral expression, a repertoire of well 
chosen descriptive words for children's use presents itself as a necessary 
factor to be considered in evaluation. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It is the aim of this study to make an evaluation of exercises designed 
to increase children's use of descriptive words. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
It is evident that many language programs have as an aim the develop-
ment of children's use of descriptive words. 
This study attempts to show how certain selected exercises can increase 
children's use of descriptive words. 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
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CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 
The Place of Language in Life and in School 
!I 
Baldridge states that: 
"Until the present century there was a general tendency to look at 
language as if it were something independent of human beings instead of be-
ing the way a group acts in various situations." 
Through the use of language people can communicate their thoughts and 
feelings and can apprehend and comprehend what other people have said and 
done. 
2:1 
In analyzing the many channels -of communication, Strong is of the 
opinion that: 
"A desire to communicate causes us to reach out to others in 
an attempt to project to them--and to share with them--our personal 
knowledge, information, beliefs, attitudes, appreciations, ideas, 
thoughts, and emotions. A pouring out of one's own however is in-
sufficient. Interaction and exchange among individuals brings 
about an added enjoyment, stimulation, and clarification. Essen-
tially, communication is an extension of self, and the degree of 
success achieved in establishing with others plays a very real 
part in desirable personality development and adjustment. It is 
a fundamental experience and as such is woven inextricably with 
life itself." 
Realizing the importance that language plays as a means of communicatio , 
21 
Smith is convinced that: 
l/ Marie Baldridge, "Three Decades of Language Study," Childhood Education, 
\November, 1949), 26:117. 
2:/ LaVerne Strong, "We Improve Communication, 11 Childhood Education, (Febr 
1951) 26:247-249. 
2} Dora V. Smith, "A Curriculum in the Language Arts for Life Today, 11 ~ 
English Journal, (February, 1951), 40:80. 
-~--=~~~===============~ ~====~============~============-=-====== 
"A curriculum in the language arts for life today must be an 
idea centered _program. Our business is to stimulate young people 
to think and to consider, to seek evidence and information, to 
probe men's thoughts and motives as a means to understanding life, 
and finally to test, to order, and to clarifY those ideas until 
they take on meaning that is the student's own for adequate presen-
tation to others." 
It is evident then that a program for language development in the ele-
mentary grades should care for the needs of the child as a participant in a 
group where the thinking and speaking process is used as a social instrument 
of communication and expression. 
11 
According to Dawson 1 s philosophy, "The language program must therefore 
be directed toward two major objectives: (1) the enrichment of children's 
experiences, or provision for t he content of expression; and (2) guidance 
and instruction designed to improve the manner and form of expression." 
2/ 
McKee supports the feeling that, "Too often composition is used as a 
vehicle through which the child is forced to express unfamiliar ideas, per-
petrated by the textbook or the teacher. All instruction in language should 
rest upon the basic assumption that the fundamental purpose in such activity 
is to teach the child how to express his own ideas." y 
In a Teachers' Guide of the San Diego Count,y Schools a qualified group 
seem to be cognizant of the nature of language functions in all areas of 
living when they speak of language in these terms : 
"JJ Mildred A. DaHson, Language Teaching in Grades One and Two, Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York; World Book Company, 1949, p. 3. 
y Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School, Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1934, p. 170. 
2J Elementary Education Curriculum Committee, Trends in Elementary Education 
A Teachers' Guide, September, 1945, San Diego County Curriculum Department, 
San Diego, California, p. 35. 
3 
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"It· is not a subject matter field but a part of the warp and 
the woof of the curriculum fabric. Many of the children's needs 
for communication come directly from their experiences in science, 
the social studies, and the arts. Since language is a part of the 
whole curricu1Ul]1., the teaching of oral and written communication 
permeates the entire program of the school." 
By using proper guidance with the child as he encounters experience in 
the classroom, the school can help him to meet his immediate needs while par-
ticipating in expressional activities connected with group living and lead 
him to assume at an early age responsibilities which he will be prepared to 
face as an adult in a complex world. 
Language in the Development of Vocabulary 
Man has always had some means of communication. Even the weird sounds 
and the gestures used b.Y early man served as a means of expressing ideas, 
wishes, and feelings. Vocal language as it has been developed continues to 
serve as a means of personal expression and social communication. 
The four factors which determine t o a large extent the growth of a 
child's vocabulary are: (1) his capacity to learn, (2) the character of his 
environment, (3) the nature and development of his interests, (4) the kind of 
Jj 
instruction received. Blunt agrees with these four factors , but he also 
includes the emotional development of the child. Children vary in their 
rate of development and in their verbal capacity. 
Children have many ideas but they do not always have the vocabulary with 
which to express themselves. This is evident when one listens to their 
conversations in the classroom or on the playground. Too much emphasis has 
been placed on the mechanics of language and not enough on the development 
"!/ R. E. Blunt, "Oral and Written Expression, 11 Elementary English Review, 
(December, 1945) 22:330-332. 
of ideas that the children have in their own minds. In a report of a survey 
Jj 
of schools which Smith conducted in 1932 it was realized that there was a 
great need among the children for words suited to the occasion and for 
strong, well built sentences. y 
According to Trommer: "Until a word awakens in the heart of the pers 
using it, it is just so much sound with no warm throbbing response. Until 
it's made a vital connection with the immediate experience of the individual, 
it is a cold and often unnecessary acquisition." 
A child' s vocabulary will grow only if it is made meaningful for him. 
He has to see the need for using better language. 
v 
An experimental investigation of vocabulary growth conducted b.1 Smith 
shows that once " •••• speech activity is begun, the average child shows rapid 
progress. From the ability at age one of using three words , he develops to 
the extent that he can use 896 words at three and 2,562 words at the age of 
six. From this point, size of vocabulary continues to develop at a rate 
commensurate with the growing child's home environment, educational 
ties, and desire to improve . " With these factors in mind plus the knowledge 
that children learn best when they learn naturally, the wise teacher can 
do much to help enrich the vocabulary of the youngsters . Wherever learning 
!J 
takes place Kilpatrick points out the fact that creation is found. It is 
Jj Dora Smith, Building the Lines of Communication in the Elementary School, 
March, 1943, Number 3, p. 81. 
y Trommer and Regan, Directing Language Power in the Elementary School 
Children,_ New York: MacMillan Company, 1933, P• 448. 
2f Louis Thorpe, Child Psychology and Development, New York; Ronald Press, 
1946, p. 491. 
William Kilpatrick, "Creative Developing Abilities, 11 Childhood Education, 
1943) 19:243. 
5 
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found in any and all learning. 
Creativity exists in every child but not every child is offered the 
opportunity to create. This is the golden key to every child's feelings and 
thoughts. Through this channel so much can be done to release the imagina-
l/ 
tion of children of every age. Paschall agrees that it is difficul t to 
measure one of our most powerful intellectual energies--creative imagination. 
"Imagination is thought of as the power which conjures up fairies, ghosts, an 
cloud castles--this is only imagination-at-play. Imagination-at- work is a fa~ 
more serious thing. It has a more serious function to perform. Not a judg-
ment or decision is formed in which imagination does not play a role . " 
Because creativity already exi sts in each child then we know that it 
2:1 
cannot be taught but it can,as Applegate so aptly puts it, be released and 
guided. If a child feels an appreciation and senses an understanding of his 
21 
ideas and creative efforts, then he will continue, according to Herrick to 
express himself freely. This same author goes on to say that " •••• the child 
grows in security and in his desire to express himself through conversation. 
He gains poise, he learns to organize his thinking; he grows in his ability 
t o speak with a purpose, and he builds a better vocabulary with ever-widening 
concepts." 
Creative expression encourages imagination, stimulates observati on, and 
strengthens feeling . Creative work is colored with personality. If a 
y Alma Paschall , Creative Expression, Ne\ol' York: Harper and Brothers, 1933 , 
p. 102. 
y Mauree Applegate, Helping Children to Write, Scranton, Pennsylvania:: 
International Textbook Company, 1949, p. 1. 
'JI Anita Herrick, "When Children Write , " Childhood Education, _ (February, 
1243) 19: 226-261. 
6 
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teacher can help to open a child's eyes and make him see what is all around 
1 
him, she will have done much to help make his life a richer one. Applegate 
is interested in helping each child to have greater vision and goes on t o 
say that " •••• taste develops slowly, but s1xrely, through a continuous living 
with the best." The tool necessary for this is a vocabulary, not a vocabu-
lary which is limited in scope, but one that is full of meaning to the child. 
?} 
Children should develop a feeling for words . Applegate goes on to say: 
"Words can be tasted, smelled, heard, felt, seen, and put into action. They 
help us to know the false. They help us to say exactly what we mean." 
A sensitive teacher will do all that she can to create an atmosphere of 
v 
spontaneity and freedom. According to Ferebee this setting will help re-
lease any tension a child may have and as a result will be more effective . 
Encourage the child in his efforts. Discriminating praise will bear more 
fruit than constant criticism of minute detail . "Each child's ability to 
express self is distinctly unique and personal." 
Another source of vocabulary enrichment is association with a wealth of 
!J/ 
literature, fairy tales, etc. Ferebee claims that the teacher can do much 
to make worth while use of this type of vocabulary growth. She needs to be 
wide awake. Children love to hear stories. One only has to l isten to their 
conversations to realize how much of it is talk about the radio serials 
which they are following. The time that is given t o story telling--and this 
1/ Mauree Applegate, op . cit . , p. 31. 
g/ Ibid., p. 131. 
1f Ferebee, Jackson, Saunders, Trent, They All Want t o Write, New York; 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1939, p.4 . 
!J/ Ibid., p. 47. 
8 
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is an even more effective method than reading stories--is worth it . 
This same author goes on to s~ that the more stories that a teacher 
can tell to her class the more she is exposing the children to the possibil-
ity of their creating stories to entertain others in like manner. If at 
first children prefer to tell stories which they are familiar with , that 
too should be encouraged. They will gradually gain confidence and enough 
poise so that they will create their own. 
Story telling is not the only outstanding means of building up a 
vocabulary. Informal talks, telling about their personal experiences, news-
papers (classroom ones), daily use of colorful speech both b,y the teacher 
and pupils; here the teacher can do much to make the children conscious of 
words by commenting on any expressive words that the yo~gsters may use dur-
ing the day. Educators dealing with the younger children are fUlly aware 
that their vocabulary is dependent in great part upon the experiences which 
JJ 
they have had. It is McKee's belief that " •••• the school should supply 
children with a wide variety of real and important experiences . The importan ~ 
point is that these experiences give the child a backgrotmd of ideas about 
~ 
which he can talk and write." McKee goes on to say that one 1 s ability to 
carry on a conversation is dependent upon his vocabulary. In order to be 
able to make this conversation interesting it is necessary to have a broad 
and colorful choice of words. 
21 
In the Journal of Educational Psychology Cuff sums up the matter by 
going on to say that children are able t o better express themselves verbally 
!/ Paul McKee, op . cit . , P• 171. 
~ Ibid. , p. 159. 
=-===--= 3/ Louis Thoroe~ op. cit.,~~P · ~4;t,;9~5~·======-==============ll======-= 
through contact with a variety of methods. "It is through frequent conver-
sations, repetitions of stories, educational games, listening to other 
children's experiences , and socialized activities that children make con-
structive contacts with language." 
Jj 
If, as teacher s , we can capture some of Galsworthy 1 s spirit when he 
says: "I like to regard the English language as still in the making, capable 
of new twists and bold captures; we should love our mother tongue as we love 
our country, and to express ourselves with vigour, dignity and grace • ••• , " 
then perhaps children will tt ••• • come to use it with a full sense of its y 
music and expressive power." 
The Emotional Factors Involved in the Development of Language in the Third 
G::ade 
Regardless of the subject matter involved no study can be completed sat-
isfactorily without considering the emotional behavior of children. It is 
21 
Applegate ' s opinion that language, especially oral language, is an emotional 
release for every child. It af fords him the opportunity to express himself 
and to develop his personality. 
!tl 
The value of emotional interest is tremendous. Johnston says: 11 It is · 
the quality which gives release, sets free the imagination, and helps the 
child find words and phrases which exactly fit the patt er of his thoughts . " 
l/ John Galsworthy, The English Association Pamph1et, England: The Oxford 
University Press, 59: 17, June 1924. 
y Ibid., p. 18. 
21 Mauree Applegate, op. cit., p. 1 . 
!z1 Belle Johnston, "Creative Verse with Young Children," Childhood Education 
(February, 1943) 19:265 . 
9 
11 
Thorpe, in his study of the language development among chi l dren, came 
to the following conclusion= 
''Although children exhi bit marked individual differences in 
language development, such progress is characterized b,y certain broad 
sequences that may be said to be common to all. These may be clas-
sified as: (1) the period of infant vocalization and babblings, 
{2) the period of initial word using, {3) the development of word 
me~~ing, (4) development of the ability to express thought units , 
and (5) the period of mastering the more mature speech forms . n 
In observing youngsters in the third grade one finds that many of the 
individual diff erences in language development are primarily due to emotional 
?J 
instability. As a result of his observations Thorpe claims that, 11A child's 
manner of expressing himself is compatible with his other personality traits . 
Both his speech patterns and his other personality quali ties are probabl y 
the result of the type of parent al handling he has experienced." The emotion 
ally stable eight-year-old is the youngster who has a sense of well- being. 
The three words which best describe a child who is in the third grade 
ll 
level according to Gesell are speediness , expansiveness , and evaluativeness 
He is just full of abounding energy. Gesell goes on to say that this young-
ster is less sensitive and less apt to withdraw. He feels more at home with 
adults and finds it easier to talk with them. 
Children who find it easy to converse are more apt to aid their person-
IJJ 
ality development. Jersild believes that those who stutter are oftentimes 
l/ Louis Thorpe, op . cit. , p. 482 . 
?J Ibid., p. 478- 479. 
2/ Arnold Gesell and Frances Ilg, The Child from Five to Ten, New York: 
Harper and Brothers , 1946, P• 314. 
!J} Arthur Jersild, Child Develonment and Curriculum, New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1946, p. 274. 
:10 
nervous, self-conscious , etc. Their speech defects are probably what brought 
about the feeling of inadequacy. This speech handicap naturally retards the 
child in his language growth. 
11 
Millard states the fact that the role of emotion in child development 
2/ 
is extremely complex. Millard goes on to say that "Emotions may enhance or 
weaken the opportunity for learning8 11 They affect the performance of every 
child. Strong emotions, such as fear and anger , inhibit learning while in 
contrast, pleasant emotions tend to increase learning. 
Some of the outstanding language characteristics which are a direct re-
sult of the emotional characteristics of children of a third grade level are 
included in the following list. This list is compiled from data obtained 
J/ 
from the Florida State Department of Education Bulletin No. 34: (1) This 
child loves activity--in eating, speaking, etc ., and as a result talks as 
often as he can regardless of the fact that he may be monopolizing time and 
conversation. (2) They are generally good listeners which accounts undoubt-
edly to their avid following of radio , television programs, and also the 
movies. By this age they have a vocabulary of several thousand words which 
is another factor influencing the previous statement. (3) At this stage 
they have "become more intellectually expansive and, therefore, more depend-
ent upon language; 11 show fondness for making inventories and check lists of 
!/ Cecil Millard, Child Growth and Development in the Elementary School 
Years, Boston: D. c. Heath, 1951, p. 291. 
~Ibid., Pe 292. 
2f Colin English, "Preliminary Concersn: Creating an A~mosphere for Language 
Development," Experiencing the Language Arts, Florida State Department of 
Education, 1948, 34: 65 . 
··f :t 
of language abilities. (4) These children begin to develop more socially 
desirable habits . They lL~e to feel a necessary part of any group. This 
brings about a more extensive use of vocabulary t<lhich involves inevitably the 
development of an expressive language. (5) Because these same children are 
becoming aware of other people, not only those in their neighborhood, but 
also in distant places it is noted in the afore-mentioned bulletin that this 
interest brings about much reading, discussing, and dramatizing of people of 
today and long ago. 
ll 
It is Breckenridge's belief that to better understand the language pro~ 
lems of the children in the primary grades every effort should be made to 
assist the children to make satisfactory emotional adjustments not only in 
grade one but in each grade. 
In summing up the emotional factors of the eight-year- old in regards to 
?J 
their language development Thorpe says that children "who have developed 
wholesome attitudes toward the necessary sanctions of their social group 
e:>..""Perience relatively little difficulty about emotional controL" 
Creating an Atmosphere for Language Development in the Classroom 
Now, more than ever before, oral language is receiving considerable 
emphasis in the modern elementary school program and teachers are giving 
much consideration to speech that is vital in everyday living. Since languag~ 
is a part of the whole curriculum, the teaching of oral communication permeat~s 
JJ Marian Breckenridge and E. Lee Vincent, Child Develonment, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: W. B. Saunders Company, 1943, P• 284. · 
~Louis Thorpe, op. cit., p. 414. 
1.2 
the entire program in a school day. It seems essential, therefore, to pro-
vide for children a classroom atmosphere which is conducive to good learning 
situations in the language development area. 
In keeping with the opinion of many educat ors that a friendly situation 
prevalent in a classroom is a stimulus to language development, language ex-
l/ 
perts in a bulletin issued by the Florida State Department of Education 
maintain that when a child feels at ease, he can make known his needs and 
interests, and he can contribute to and learn from the group activi ty. The y 
child, as Salt agrees, uses language in school or friendly intercourse, 
seeks or exchanges information, retells favorite stories or poems, and finds 
release in oral creative expression. 
Taking into consideration the environmental factors affecting child 
growth and development, the San Diego Elementary Education Curriculum Com-
Y 
mitee firmly believes that " •• • • the classroom is an interesting and sig-
nifican t part of the child' s leving. 11 
Henceforth, providing opportunities for learning and inducements to 
learn seems to be an important factor in setting the stage for growth and 
development. 
There are library books, effectively displayed in the reading corner 
where the children may browse or seek definite information. Interestirig 
bulletin boards afford an ever changing variety of announcements, news ac-
counts written by children, charts recording progress of t:\. ti.mel y interest, 
!/ Colin English, op . cit., P• 65 . 
y Edna D. Salt, "Language Instruction--Formal vs. Functional," Childhood 
Education, (November, 1949), 26: 126. 
1.3 
1/ Francel L. Drag, 11Proper Environment for Good Language, 11 Trends in Elemen 
tary Education , A Teacher's Guide, 1945, San Diego County Curriculum Depart-
ment San Die o California: P• 34. ------===-==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~======================================~F====-==~---
and colorful art displays .. 
Almost always there are living things: a pet, an aquarium or terrarium., 
!I 
and flowering plants . As Dawson states, "Stimulating and rich, but never 
confusing is the envi r onment of the school in which children are constantly 
enriching their background and developing wholesome attitudes and habits of 
. conduct." 
Frequently evolving from a friendly , stimulative atmosphere is a better 
rapport between pupils and between teacher and pupils which helps t o peel 
away inhibitions and self-consciousness among members of the group. 
21 
In order t o revitalize living in our classrooms Mitchell encourages 
that children bring into the classroom their personal experiences , their ad-
ventures , their exci tements , their sorrows, and their successes . 
An important factor in setting the physical environmental tone of the y 
classroom is the teacher ' s personality. Here again, Mitchell recognizes 
that a teacher ' s own enjo3~ent of literature, her enthusiasm f or the feeling 
of words and qualities pf language will arouse an aesthetic response from her 
pupils . 
There must be time allowed in school living where the end sought is feel 
ing and not j ust acquisition of subject matter. In providing situati ons when 
music is listened t o, when stories or poems are read for pleasure, when 
!/Mildred A. Dawson, Language Teaching in Grades One and Two, Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1949, P• 21 . 
gj Mary Alice Hitchell , "Creative vlriting in the Elementary Grades, " Educatio , 
Boston: The Palmer Company, February, 1945, P• 338. 
y Ibid., P• 338. 
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children are allowed to experiment with arts and crafts, and when excursions 
and tri ps can be made , the teacher helps to foster growth and understanding 
of the aesthetic in a natural way. 
JJ 
Lewis supports the feeling of many authorities when she relates that 
teachers who most bring out the spontaneity of their children are probably 
those who have strong contact with their own spontaneity, their own sensa- · 
tions, and perceptions. 
21 
Mitchell feels that, "If a teacher will share her own sensory experi-
ences and emotional responsiveness to nature; her sensi tivrty to the life of 
the world, the real world, the world in books, and the world of fantasy--
she will have gone far toward making up the inadequacy of experiences of many 
boys and girls . " 
JJ Claudia Lewis, "Tell It from Your Mouth," Childhood Educati on, (November, 
1949) 26: 110-113 . 
2/ Mitchell, op. cit., p. 338 . 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
This study was concerned with the evaluation or exercises designed to 
increase the children's use or descriptive words. 
SELECTION OF THE POPULATION 
Children were chosen from a high socio-economic community within a 
twelve-mile radius of Boston. 
The experiment was conducted with one hundred eight third-grade 
children, fifty-four included in the experimental group and f'if'ty-f'our in 
the control group. 
On the basis of the Kuhlmann Anderson Intelligence Test administered 
in October, 1950, these two groups were formed because of approximate 
equality in mental and chronological age. 
PRELIMINARY TESTING 
In order to determine the number or descriptive words in the children's 
speaking vocabulary, two tests were given to the control and experimental 
groups. 
The testing period covered a period of one week prior to the February 
vacation. 
The writers conducted the preliminary testing with the control and 
experimental groups. 
THE FIRST TEST - WORD RESPONSES IN TWO MINUTES 
The first oral test simply determined the number and qualit,y or words 
that an individual could give in two minutes. 
1-6 
As a stimulus, the tester said, "We're going to play a word game. I 
want to see how many words you know. Tell me all the words that you can 
think of." 
THE SECOND TEST - WORDS IN RESPONSE TO PICTURE STIMULUS 
The second oral test consisted of words given in response to an ob-
servation of a picture. The time limit again was two minutes. 
The individual was given a colored picture (7 1/2 x 8 1/2) mounted on 
construction paper. The picture, an outdoor winter scene, was abounding 
with the typical action of young and older folks, as they engaged in coast-
ing on a firmly snow-packed hill. 
The tester said, "I am going to show you a picture. See if you can tel 
me all the different words you can think of that tell you about this picture. 
TEACHING PERIOD 
After the tests were given to the control and experimental groups, the 
writers conducted the teaching for the experimental group. 
A series of twenty-four exercises designed for increasing children's 
use of descriptive words was administered to the experimental group for a 
, six-week period during February, March, and April. Twenty minutes each 
day were devoted to the teaching of a specific exercise. Seven long-range 
activities designed for the enrichment of the daily exercises were carried 
I 
II 
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out throughout the six-week teaching period. 
The two teachers of the control group conducted a language program 
with no special emphasis on the development of descriptive words. 
RETESTS 
For a one-week period prior to the April vacation, retests were ad-
ministered to the control and experimental groups. The same tests, 
-=======F======~=========================-==========================~========= 
{1) Word Responses in Two Minutes aJ;l.Q .. {.2) Words in Response to Picture 
Stimulus w~r~ again used. 
TESTING PROCEDURE 
The testing process consisted of an individual interview with each one 
of the fifty-four children in the control group and with each one of the 
fifty-four children in the experimental group. Each child was actually 
interviewed four times, twice for the February tests and twice for the 
April retests. 
For each test, the tester and the child were alone in the room. After 
the stimulus for the particular test was given, the tester wrote the words 
as the individual responded. 
It was necessary to use a stop watch for accurate timing. 
THE RECORD SHEETS 
On the record sheets for each test were listed the names of the children 
tested. Beside each child's name were written the exact words that he volun-
teered. 
There were eight sets of record sheets, four for the First Tests, __ four 
for the Retests. 
FIRST TESTS - RECORD SHEETS 
1. Word Responses in Two Minutes for Control Group. 
2. Word Responses in Two Minutes for Experimental Group. 
3. Words in Response to Picture Stimulus (Two Minutes) for Control 
Group. 
4. Words in Response to Picture Stimulus {Two Minutes) for Experimental 
Group. 
RETESTS - RECORD SHEETS 
1. Word Responses in Two Minutes for Control Group. 
2. Word Responses in Two Minutes for Experimental Group. 
3. Words in Response to Picture Stimulus (Two Minutes) for Control 
Group. 
4. Words in Response to Picture Stimulus (Two Minutes) for Experiment 
Group. 
EXPLANATION OF SCORING 
It was decided to divide the words on the tests into three main cate-
gories so that the number of descriptive words and phrases could be evaluate 
as part of the total number of words. 
CATEGORIES 
Descriptive Words _____ _ .. _ . Descriptive Phrases __ Non-Descriptive Words 
A count for each word was recorded under the proper category. 
DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
These words consisted mostly of adjectives, adverbs, and verbs that 
showed action or a varying shade of meaning. 
Adjectives 
Example: enormous, velvety, ch~ly. 
Adverbs 
Example: warmly, gracefully, tremendously. 
~ 
Example: galloped, scampered, pranced. 
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DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES 
These words consisted of a group of words which included at least one 
or more descriptive words. 
Example: "a little white cottage" 
"dressed warmly and snugly" 
In the descriptive phrase, "dressed warmly and snugly1 11 there would 
be a count of two descriptive words and two non-descriptive words. 
NON-DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
These words consisted of nouns, pronouns, prepositions, and articles. 
Example: hut, he, of, to, a. 
A record of all the words given b.Y children may be found in the 
Appendix. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXERCISES FOR INCREASING USE OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
CHAPTER IV 
EXERCISES FOR INCREASING USE OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
The exercises chosen to carry on this experimental work were divided 
into a number of categories. Exercises were included which would make use 
of the children's emotional, physical, and motor potentialities. 
Bearing in mind the fact that it is mainly through our senses that 
we are able to develop a feeling of words and a clearer conception of the 
world round about us, the majority of the exercises dealt with the five 
senses--taste, smell, hearing, feeling, and seeing. 
Besides these five categories exercises were included which were to 
help the children increase their descriptive power, and also to help them 
gain the ability to use specific words in a variety of circumstances. 
Several exercises were chosen with the express purpose of encouraging 
the children to interpret their own feelings. 
The main objective in these exercises was to control the natural 
quality of the children's speech, but in the meantime to give it more 
direction. 
EXERCISE 1 
Rachel Field, the poet, has written all kinds of poems that little 
boys and girls just love. The one that I'm going to read to you today is 
named "Doorbells." 
She is trying to have us see· different people who might be waiting at 
the door when we answer the doorbell. 
Listen carefully while I read the poem and try to see the people just , 
as she ~ them. 
"Doorbells 
"You never know with a doorbell 
Who may be ringing it-
It may be Great-aunt Cynthis 
To spend the day and knit; 
It may be a peddler with things to sell 
(I'll buy some when I'm older), 
Or the grocer's boy with his apron on 
And a basket on his shoulder; 
It may be the old umbrella-man 
Giving his queer, cracked call, 
Or a lady dressed i n rustly silk, 
With card-case and parasol. 
Doorbells are like a magic game, 
Or the grab-bag at a fair-
You never know when you hear one ring 
Who may be waiting there 1" 
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Question; What different people did the author see when the doorbell rang? 
Let me read the poem again so that you can tell me how each one looked. 
List on board the different people. 
The picture words the author used helped us to really ~- the people. 
Allow several children to read the words that are on the board. 
23 
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EXERCISE 2 
Today I am going to give you only the part of a sentence. See how in-
teresting you can make the ending of it be. 
Use as many picture words as you can so that we can really see what it 
is that you are describing. See if you can tell us l!hQ it is, ~. he is 
wearing, and something interesting about him. 
Encourage the children to write the endings down on a strip of paper 
so that they will not be influ~nced b.1 the others as they read them. 
This is the part of the sentence: THE DOOR FLEW OPEN AND • • • I • • • • 
Samples 
1. The door flew open and in came the express man. He had on a gray suit 
and under his arm was a big special delivery package for me because it 
was my birthday. 
2. The door flew open and in came my friend. He had on a new hat and he 
acted unusual • 
.3. The door flew open and a fierce dog jumped in with his sharp teeth 
sticking out. His black and white coat was wet and his right front leg 
was bleeding. 
EXERCISE 3 
How many boys and girls have ever been to a general store? 
Many times, we find a general store in a small town or village. It's 
the kind of store that sells just about everything you can think of. People 
come to the store to buy things that they need. 
Rachel Field, one of our favorite poets, has written a poem named 
"General Store." Listen closely while I read and try to see the things that 
the author wants you to see. 
"General Store" 
"Some day I'm going to have a S:.ore 
With a tinkly bell bung over the door, 
With real glass cases and counters wide 
And drawers all spilly with things inside. 
There'll be a little of everything: 
Bolts of calico; balls of string; 
Jars of peppermint; tins of tea; 
Pots and kettles and crockery; 
Seeds in packets; scissors bright; 
Kegs of sugar, brown and white; 
Sarsaparilla for picnic lunches, 
Bananas and rubber boots in bunches. 
I'll fix the window and dust each shelf, 
And take the money in all myself, 
It will be my store and I will say: 
'What can I do for you today?'" 
25 
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Questions: What are some of the things that you saw? 
Make a list on the board. 
I think that this author used good picture words. Do you suppose that 
you could describe some other things that you might find in a general 
store. Try to tell the color and size so that we will really be able 
to ~ what you are describing. 
Samples 
1. A collection of cowboy boots. Some will be black and some will be brown. 
They will be all.sizes. 
2. A drawer filled with all kinds of hair ribbons. There will be long, red 
satin ones and short plaid ones. 
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EXERCISE 4 
The teacher chooses a large colorful picture which shows a young boy 
holding his dog back. The dog is trying to catch a turtle that is at the 
edge of a stream. It is in the summertime. 
up so that only the boy can be seen pulling. 
adequate.) 
The procedure is as follows: 
The teacher covers the picture 
(A sheet of newsprint is 
Today I am going to show you a ~stery picture. As you can see, I have 
covered up a great deal of the picture. There are a few things that you 
can see. First, who can tell me who is in the picture? (Allow three or 
four children to answer.) Now who can tell me when they think that this 
might have taken place? (Again allow three or four children to answer.) 
Just one more question--where do you think this was? 
After three or four children have answered this question, call on 
several to tell a complete story about the mystery picture, keeping in 
mind the same questions--who, when, and where. 
Show the class the complete picture so that they may have the fun of 
seeing how close they were to solving the mystery. 
samples 
1. Tommy lives_ on a farm. He is helping his father out in the field • 
. Tommy is pulling back the horse that has been plowing up the field. 
2. The children in the third grade haveg>ne on a picnic. It is their last 
day of school and everyone is happy. They are having a tug-of-war, and 
Miss Brown, the teacher, has said that the winning side will get a sur-
28 
prise. Jimmy, the captain of one team, is pulling with all his might. 
It looks as though his team will win. 
e 
. 
. 
e 
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EXERCISE 5 
This exercise has to be introduced in the morning and carried out in 
~ the afternoon. 
We have heard and talked about the different things that some people 
see and we have had fun trying to guess things that we might see. On your 
way home this noon time or on your way back to school, see how wide awake 
you are and what it is that you can see that you would like to tell the 
class about. Remember, all you have to do is to look and see. If you can 
look closely enough,you will be able to tell us something about the color, 
the size, and the kind of thing that it is. 
SaiDples 
1. I saw Miss Gardner's brown bird feeder. A little sparrow was eating 
some yellow seeds in it. 
2. I saw a police box. It was a blue and black box. It was high on a pole, 
I couldn't reach it. 
l 
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EXERCISE 6 
I am going to read to you a poem that describes many sounds. The 
name of the poem is "The Sounds in the Morning" by Eleanor Farj eon. 
Listen closely and try to ~- all the sounds that th.e author hears. 
11The sounds in the morning 
Go all down the street: 
The t apping of sticks 
And the patter of feet, 
The wind in the plane-trees 
That whisper and rustle, 
The pigeons all sleepy, 
The newsboys all hustle , 
The clippety~clop 
And the cli~£l.sm again 
or soldiers and horses, 
More horses than men, 
The clatter of milk-cans 
The chatter of maids, 
The slop of their buckets, 
The sort without spades 
And sometimes the mooing 
Of slow-moving cows 
Brings the smell of the lowlands. 
To me as I drowse, 
And sometimes the bleating 
30 
And scuffle of sheep 
Draws dow.n the hill-tops 
To me half asleep, 
Dogs barking, bells chiming, 
The twitter of sparrows--
Till the sun through the slats 
Of my blind shoots his arrows, 
And the world of my ears 
Seems to dwindle in size 
As"-- jump out of bed 
To the world of my eyes." 
Question: What sounds did you hear in this poem? 
Teacher will write sound_ lines on board as they are given. She will 
need to refer to poem for exact phrasing. 
It will be necessary to read the poem a few times to the children and 
maybe in sections. 
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EXERCISE 7 
Yesterday we listened to a poem where an author told us all the sounds 
that she heard in the morning. 
Let's see today how many sounds we can think of ourselves. What sounds 
do you like? 
Close your eyes and think of a sound t hat you like. Remember, we want 
t o make others hear the sound too. Try to describe your sound so well that 
others will hear i t just the way you do. 
Each child will have the opportunity to say, "I like the sound or ••• 
" • • • • 
Samples 
1. I like the sound of falls when the water comes pouring down, and the 
whi te foam goes all over the water. 
2. I like to hear church bells ringing. They have a pretty sound. 
3. I like the sound of the wind whispering in the flowers. 
4. I like to hear a dog growling. 
5. I like the sound of a train puffing and then going toot-toot. 
EXERCISE 8 
See what sounds you can tell me that these different things make. 
Let's begin with our hands. What sounds can they make? 
As each child says a sound, the teacher will put it on the blackboard. 
Samples 
1. Clapping, rubbing, muffied. 
2. What sounds can your feet make? 
Stamping, thudding, scraping • 
.3. What sounds can your mouth make? 
Whistling, hooting, whimpering, yelling, puckering, crying. 
4. What sounds can a train make? 
Puffing, roaring, tooting, grinding. 
· 5. What sounds can a horse make? 
Galloping, running, neighing, trotting. 
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EXERCISE 9 
We have had fun talking about the t hings that we like to see and about 
sounds that we like to hear. Today see if you can think of something that 
you like to feel. I know that there must be many things that you like the 
feeling of. See if you can tell why it is that you like to feel them. 
Have the children write on paper what things they like to feel. Allow 
them time to read them to the class. 
Samples 
1. I li,ke to feel babies because they are soft and warm. -
2. I like to feel the nice, cool water when I go swimming. 
3. I like the feeling of a cold sheet. 
EXERCISE 10 
Draw on a large sheet of newsprint a little girl being pushed along 
by the wind. Her hair, scarf, and coat are blowing. Cut this silhouette 
out and thumb tack it up on the bulletin board. 
Ask the children to look at this little girl. Then say to the class: 
See if you can answer these questions. Look at the little girl and try 
to remember a time when you were being pushed along by the wind. 
Question: What is happening to the little girl? 
Allow time for a number of answers. 
Questiop:How do you think she feels? 
As the children give you various words, have each child come and write 
the word which tells him how the little girl feels anywhere on the 
silhouette of the girl. 
Samples 
Joyful, jolly, rustling, free, blown about, lightly, glad, wonderful, 
happy, windy, graceful, excited, playful, pushing, happily, rosy. 
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EXERCISE ll 
How many boys and girls have ever spent a vacation in the country or at 
a camp near the woods? I know that many of you have taken nature walks 
through the woods with the Cubs and Brownies. 
Let children tell about some of their experiences relative to the 
out-doors . 
Question: What smells do you like when you are in the woods or in the 
country? 
Let's close our eyes and think for a minute so that you can tell 
the others about a smell that you like. 
Each child will be guided to say, "I like the smell of • • • 
Samples 
• • • 
1. I like the smell of freshly cut hay. It has a sweet, dry smell. 
II 
2. I like the smell of earthy things growing in the cool dampness of the 
woods. 
There are probably many other smells that you like,too. These smells 
can be about anything at all, smells in the kitchen when your meals are be-
ing cooked, ·smells in a bakery, or smells in a grocery store . 
Here again children will have chance to tell, "I like the smell of ••• 
Samples 
1. I liked the smell of t he vaseline that my mother put on my face last 
night. 
2. I like the smell of baked ham because it has the smell of cloves. 
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3. I like the smell of the spring air. It has a damp smell . 
4. I like the smell of pine saw dust when it is first cut. 
EXERCISE 12 
Today we are going to take a walk down to the village and see how many 
different smells we can notice. There are many, many different kinds of 
· smells. Some of them are very pleasant and some of them are not. Let us 
see how many we will notice today. 
The walk that was to be taken was over a railroad bridge and into the 
small shopping center of the town. Following are some of the answers when 
we returned to the classroom: 
Samples 
1. When we walked over the bridge, I could smell cinders from the train. 
2. I like the smell of the tar that the men were using on the road. It has 
a very strong, pleasant smell. 
3. When we stopped in front of the bakery, we could smell the warm, deli-
cious smell that bread has when it is baking in the oven. 
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EXERCISE 13 
We have talked about sounds ve like to hear, the things that ve like 
to see, and vha t ve like to smell. 
Think of something that you like to taste. 
see if that won't help us to think of something. 
Let's close our eyes and 
See if you can think of 
two words to tell us how it looks and one word to tell us how it tastes. 
Guide the children to use adjectives that really describe the food. 
Mxample: I like the taste of a crisp piece of bacon. 
Samples 
1. I like the cold taste of ice cream; it is creamy. 
2. I like the taste of a large, red lollipop; it is sweet. 
3. I like the long, green pickles that have a sour taste. They make me 
pucker up my mouth. 
-=== 
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EXERCISE 14 
How many people like to play pretend games? 
Let's pretend that we are hiding behind a tree and v7atching hundreds of 
boys going home . 
I see a tall, thin boy. 
Question; What kind of boy do you see? 
Each child will describe the ~ of boy he sees. 
List phrases on board. 
Each boy may have gone home differently because of the kind of boy he 
is . 
Example: I see a tall , thin boy racing home . 
Question: How was the boy you saw going home? 
Each child will describe ~ the boy is going home . 
List words and phrases on board . 
I see a tall, thin boy racing to a little white cot tage near the woods . 
Question:_ Can you picture the kind of a home each boy is going to? 
Write on board words and phrases given by children. 
Have each child make a sentence of his own using the words and phrases 
on the board. Each sentence should tell the kind of boy, how he was going 
home , and what kind. of home he was going t o. 
lf Mauree Applegate , Helping Children to Write, Scranton, Pennsyl vania, 
International Textbook Company, 1949, p.134. 
J 
Samples 
1. I see a mischievous princess cartwheeling home to her old, old castle 
in the clearing. 
2. I see a tiny freckled face boy walking backwards to his home which is a 
long way away. 
3. I see a tall, skinny boy racing along bome to his house which is at the 
edge of a big woods . 
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EXERCISE 15 
Today we are going to play a game called "Guess Who." 
One child is going to think of somebody in the room and try to describe 
him as to his looks, what he is wearing, and something interesting about 
him. 
The one who first guesses the name of the child being described is 
then chosen to have a turn in describing somebody else. 
Choose a child to start the game. 
ing of some body in this room who • • • 
Samples 
He will start by saying, •I am think-
n 
• • • • 
1. I am thinking of someone in this room who is very small. 
Her hair is so light that it is almost white. 
When she talks her voice is so soft that you can hardly hear her. 
Guess who it is. 
2. I am thinking of someone in this room who loves to play games. 
He has short brown hair, nice blue eyes, and usually wears dungarees. 
He is a good sport and likes to help others. 
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EXERCISE 16 
Have children each bring in an article and keep it hidden. Through 
verbal expression one child will lead the others to guess what the object is. 
Put on the board the three words, kind, size, and color. 
Ask one child to keep the object he has hidden and describe it as to 
~' .au,, _ and ~. 
The person first guessing what the surprise is will have a turn to 
describe the object that he has. 
Samples 
1. . This is something that is .made of rubber. It is round and looks like 
a very large doughnut. It is black, but it also can be brownish-red. 
It can be used on land or sea when it is blown up. (Answer: tire tube) 
2. This is something that is made of leather. It belongs to my mother. 
It is very useful. It is dark brown and it has a long strap. You 
can put many things in it. It is a foot long and about 10 inches wide. 
(Answer: pocketbook) 
-----------===-=-=-=-================!!===== 
EXERCISE 17 
The teacher has chosen two large, colorful pictures which she has 
mounted on colored paper and has tacked them up on the bulletin board. 
One picture shows several boys playing baseball. One youngster is up 
at bat and is waiting to hit the ball. 
The other picture shows a young boy looking out of a large window at a 
bird 1s nest which is on a branch close b,y. 
Look at these two picture~children, and decide which of the two you 
would like to tell about. Look at them carefully and see how many different 
things you can see. See what an interesting story you can tell us about the 
one that you have chosen. 
Samples 
1. A little boy is looking out of his big, square window. He is staring at 
a fat mother robin's nest. It has some little shiny blue eggs in it. 
The boy is wearing a large, warm yellow sweater. There is a dotted 
ruffled curtain at the window. 
2. This looks like a reckless game of baseball. One of the boys has his 
gray cap on sideways, and his black and yellow striped shirt is rumpled. 
He looks as if he had a fight over a base. The other boy has a deter-
mined look on his face. He is waiting to swing at the ball with all 
his power. 
======~---------
EXERCISE 18 
Today we are going to play a new game with words. I am going to give yo · 
each a chance to pull a number out of a hat. The number will be from one to 
ten . As soon as you have your number, see how quickly you can make up a 
rhyme to go with it. 
The strips of paper with the numbers on them will be long enough so 
/ 
t hat the children will have room enough t o write down the little rhy~e which 
t hey have made up. 
After you have allowed enough time for the children to put their ideas 
down, then say, "Those of you who had No. 1 stand up. " 
Let each child that is standing say his rhyme. The teacher will write 
each one on the board in a separate column. 
As each number is read,the teacher will add it to the separate columns . 
When this has been completed and every child has had a chance to read his 
rhyme, then say, 8Who would like to read the poem that he likes best?• 
Samples 
1. One, one, see the sun. 
,2. Two, two, the sky is blue. 
3. Three, three, see the sea. 
4. Fopr, four, look at the door . 
5. Five, five, in a bee hive . 
6. Six, six, the clock ticks. 
7. Seven, seven, you' re up in heaven. 
8. Eight, eight, you'll be late. 
9. Nine, nine, I'm just fine. 
~o. Ten, ten, here comes a hen. 
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EXERCISE 19 
(Record to be used: the R. c. A. Victor record, OF A TAILOR AND A 
BEAR, by MacDowell.) 
Before playing it, tell the children that this record is about a tailor 
who is busy working in his shop one day when he suddenly hears a noise and 
discovers that a bear is coming toward him. 
Luckily the tailor .notices that the bear has a broken rope around his 
neck, and he thinks that perhaps the bear is a tame one. He picks up his 
violin and begins to play. The keeper of the bear finally tracks him down. 
Now, b,y listening to the music, see how much more you can find about the 
bear, the tailor, ·and the keeper. 
You know who the characters are in the story. Now see if you can answe 
these questions. If you listen to the music you can tell. 
1. Is the animal wild or tame 1 How can you tell? 
2. Is the tailor a happy person while he's working? 
3. What happens when he sees the bear at the door? 
4. How does the bear dance? Is he graceful? 
5. Is the tailor relieved when the keeper leads the bear away? How can 
you tell? 
6. Does the bear want to go with the keeper? 
7. Who would like to t ell us his story about the tailor and the bear? 
Sample 
A happy little tailor is busy in his shop one day. He decides to rest 
I a bit from his hard work, so he picks up his violin and begins to play some 
lively music. Suddenly he turns around and is frightened to see a big L 
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brown bear waddling toward him. 
The tailor is a smart man because he decides that perhaps it was the 
music that brought the bear into the shop. He also notices that the bear 
has a rope around his neck, which makes him feel sure that the bear must 
have a master. He begins to play his violin again. While the bear is 
dancing in a funny way, his master comes running in. He has to drag the bear 
away from the tailor's shop. 
EXERCISE 20 
(Record to be us.ed: . the R. C. A. Victor record, SCHERZO IN B FLAT, 
by Schubert.) 
All necessary equipment for clay modeling has been passed out. 
Before playing the record say to the children: Today let us listen 
to a record quietly and see just what the music tells us. It may not say the 
same thing to all of us. 
Allow the children to listen to the entire record. Then tell them to 
go ahead and model the object that the music made them think of or model any-
thing else that they would like t o that is a result of the music which they 
have just heard. 
Play the selection again while they are at work and ask them to listen 
again if they need more time to, or they may go ahead and start their model-
ing. 
Samples 
Children modeled various objects. 
These are several of the different types: a horse's head, a fawn, a 
rabbit, a palm tree. 
·J!O t.-::i1 
EXERCISE 21 
(Record to be used: the R. c. A. Victor record, ELFIN DANCE, b,y Grieg.) 
Before playing the record,tell the children the following story: 
Grieg lived in Norway many years ago when boys and girls knew many 
J 
legends (stories) about elves and dwarfs and other litt~e people who lived 
in mountains and forests. 
He decided to write some stories in music about these mysterious 
creatures. This record is about some of these people. Can you make up 
your story about them? 
Try to tell us these three things: 
1. Who was in the story? 
2. When did the story take place? 
3. Where did the story take place? 
Sample 
Five elves were having a party in a hollow log. Suddenly they heard 
two giants coming. The five elves started to run away. One of the elves 
got stuck. The giants took him away. They kept him in their pocket. 
The wise elf said, "Let's call the grasshopper. He should rescue him 
for us ." 
One night they tied the giant's feet together. They pulled the elf out 
of their pocket. He jumped on the grasshopper's back, and he hopped away. 
j I 
EXERCISE 22 
Sometimes it's fun to use our imagination and think of something that 
we would like to be. 
Rachel Field, the poet, has done this in a poem called, "I'd Like To Be 
a Lighthouse." 
As I read the poem, you listen and try to find out why she would like to 
be a lighthouse. 
"I'd like to be a lighthouse 
All scrubbed and painted white. 
I 1d like to be a lighthouse 
And stay awake all night 
To keep my eye on everything 
that sails my patch of sea; 
I'd like to be a lighthouse 
With the ships all watching me." 
Have children tell why the author woUld like to be a lighthouse. 
Let's think for . a minute of something that we would like to be. Be 
sure to let us know why you want to be whatever you choose. Can you use 
good picture words? 
Samples 
1. I'd like to be a brave, red ladder truck working in a very busy city. 
Then I could blow nry warning siren and swing nry long ladders up to the 
tallest buildings and save many people. 
Schn r.""' · C f .. :t--.1.~.- .•.: J ~ f1 
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2. I'd like to be a nurse and to help people to get well. I like the 
clean, white look that the nurses have. They always try to help, and 
I 
that is what I want to do--to help • I 
. 
I 
I 
I 
. ' 
EXERCISE 23 
If you will look on the blackboard, you will see three groups or words. 
Read them and decide which group or words you would like to use to malte up 
a story. It does not have to be long, but try to make it as interesting 
. as you can. 
1. Boy, dog, pair or rubbers, rain. 
2. Big city, policeman, little girl, kitten. 
3. Circus parade, monkey cage, grocery store. 
Samples 
Johnny, the little boy who lived next door, loved to play in the mud 
puddles after it had rained. One day he went out to play in the mud and he 
forgot to put on his rubbers. As he ran home to get them, he saw his dog, 
Skipper, running toward him with one or his rubbers in his mouth. Wasn 1 t 
Skipper a smart dog! 
53 
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EXERCISE 24 
Let's see today how well we can describe some one particular person. 
You may choose someone you know, have seen, or someone you have read about. 
Think about this person for a while and see what things you can remember 
I about him. Is it what he does, how he looks, or what he wears that you re-
member the best about him? 
Indescribing this person, use as many good descriptive words as you 
can so that we will have a clear picture. 
Samples 
1. The Description of Roy Rogers 
Roy Rogers has a fast draw and can shoot straight. He has a very fine -
Palameno horse named Trigger. He is the King of the cowboys and is very 
strong and brave. Roy wears fancy boots and a bright shirt. 
2. MI: Little_Old ~ 
This dreadful, ragged man was a sly, little old fellow. He was so dread-
ful and ragged, so little and old that you really couldn't see him. 
His name was Mr. Mack. He was such a hateful little old man that I'm 
sure that if you could see him you just wouldn't like him. The only 
person he was friendly with was Mrs. Mack. 
LONG RANGE ACTIVITY - I 
!Daily Newspaper 
I 
1! 
!I 
II 
Each day a child had an opportunity to describe the~ather as a part of li 
The child wrote it on paper and read it to the I 
I 
I sharing-experience time. 
panes. 
2. This morning is bright and sunny. I saw some foamy white clouds in the 
sky. 
I 
I 
--- ---=:::::.- ----
I 
I. 
li 
I 
\I 
I 
I 
I 
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LONG RANGE ACTIVITY - II 
The children were asked to find and keep a record of sentences 
II 
contain- !: 
These 11 
Reading Groups 
ing descriptive phrases found in their daily reading assignments. 
were pasted into a large, colorful scrapbook. 
Samples 
1. A big, black snake rolled up on a flat rock and then -went slipping back 
- !I 
int o the water like a shining, silk rope. 
2. Sailboats with gay-colored sails of red and yellow can be seen dancing 
?:/ 
up and down on the waves not far from t he shore. 
!/ Gates, Huber, Peardon, Salisbury, On Longer Trails, __ MacMillan Company, 
New York, 1945, P• 199. 
?,/ Mabel O'Donnell, If I Were Going,_Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, 
Illinois, 1941, P• 148. 
= =---======= 
LONG RANGE ACTIVITY - III 
Leisure Time Reading 
The children were asked to keep a record of any sentences containing 
" descriptive phrases which appealed to them. 
l. 
j· 
I 
I 
Samples 
1. He was so round and so chubby that he looked like a big, white ball 
Jj 
among the clover. 
2. In the spring Mr. Plum watched the tight brown buds burst into blossom. 
In the summer he looked at the beautiful green leaves and felt cooler y 
because of them. 
Jj Jean McDevitt, Mr. Apple 1 s Family, __ Poubleday and Company, Inc., Garden 
Cit y, New York, 1950, P• 88. 
y Helen Earle Gilbert , Mr. Plum and the Little Green Tree,_ Al;lingdon-
Cokesbury Press, New York, 1946, P• 4. 
====-=-=-=- =- =r-
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LONG RANGE ACTIVITY - IV 
Written Description of Sensory .Feelings with Use of Colored Pictures 
Children cut out pictures which showed what they liked to ~~ hear, 
feel, __ taste,__an.g ~. 
The picture and a write-up describing the sensory feeling were placed 
on the bulletin board under the proper caption, Seeing,Hearing,_ Feeling, Tastl!ing, 
II 
or Smelling. 1 I 
Samples I 
1. I like to see the beautiful ocean with its snow capped waves surrounded II 
b.1 tall evergreen trees. I 
, 2. I like to hear the sound of a clear toned organ playing the "Tennessee 
Waltz." 
3. I like to feel a soft, fluffy cotton-white kitten with big, sparkling 
green eyes. 
I like to taste nice crisp bacon with fluffy scrambled egg that melts 
your mouth. 
5. I like to smell a beautiful red velvet rose with dark green leaves. 
·-,L__-===-
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LONG RANGE ACTIVITY - V 
Descriptive Words That Describe the Weather 
A large number of various colored paper umbrellas were cut out by 
several children. These were kept in a round tin box. One of the windows 
in the door was covered with a blue sheet of construction paper. 
,. 
Whenever an unusually good descriptive word was used b.y a youngster in I 
I 
his story telling or in his general conversation that had to do with the i 
weather, he was allowed to write this word on an umbrella and paste it on 
the "blue sky." 
11 Samples 
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LONG RANGE ACTIVITY - VI 
, Using Descriptive Words To Describe Growing Things 
Four purple flower pots were cut out of construction paper and pasted 
on each section in between the windows. Long, green vines were also cut 
out of construction paper and pasted in the pots and continued up and around j 
the window. The children then cut out numerous colored flowers and put them 
in a box. 
Whenever a child read about anything growing or talked about anything 
1 that was growing and if he found or used a good descriptive word, he was 
1 allowed to copy it on a flower and paste it along the vine. 
It was fun to watch and see how fast they could make each vine become 
covered with flowers. 
Samples 
_j_- ------
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LONG· RANGE ACTIVITY - VII 
Chart of Colorful Phrases 
The teacher read many stories to the children. The children and 
~~ teacher together appreciated colorful language, which was later recorded on I 
I I a chart . 
Samoles 
1. Glossy like brown silk velvet. 
I' 2. Foamy white clouds. 
I 3. 
I 
Bright like a silver lamp. 
4. Prancing black horse. 
Chart of Action Words 
While reading a story to the children, the teacher would discuss the 
meaning of certain action words which were in the story. A child would 
I 
I! 
1 dramatize the action word. These words were recorded ~ teacher and later 
,, made into chart form. 
Samples 
Galloped, limped, staggered, trotted, scampered, raced. 
I 
,I 
II 
II 
II 
I ~ 
,I 
II 
II 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to evaluate the effect of a series 
of exercises designed to increase chil dren's use of descri ptive words . The 
data has been analyzed in the following manner: 
1. A comparison of mental and chronological ages in control and experimental 
groups . 
2. A comparison of the number of descriptive words before and after teaching 
3. A comparison of the number of descriptive phrases before and after 
teaching. 
4. A comparison of the number of non-descriptive words befor e and after 
reading. 
In each instance the words were compared in relation to two stimuli. 
Table I is a description of the control and experimental groups as 
t o chronological and mental age . 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF MENTAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL AGES 
FOR BOTH CONTROL AND EXPERIHENT.AL GROUPS 
MENTAL AGE CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
GROUPS MEAN S.D MEAN S.D. 
Control 99 .83 4a29 100. 42 4.20 
Experimental 107.01 8.13 104.79 7.08 
An examination of Table I shows the experimental group is higher both 
in terms of mental and chronological age. The standard deviation indicates 
that the spread for the experimental group is wider. The fact that both 
chronological and mental age are higher for the experimental group leaves 
the children more nearly alike in terms of I. Q. It was therefore assumed 
that the groups were near enough alike for purposes of this experiment. 
TABLE II 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORD RESPONSES IN TWO MINUTES 
NUMBER OF WORDS 
GROUPS FEBRUARY APRIL 
Control 1932 1995 
Experimental 1965 2060 
1932 words were given by 54 children in the control group in 
February. 1965 words were given by 54 children in the experimental group 
in February. In April the control group of 54 children shows a gain of 23 
words . In April the experimental group of 54 children shows a gain of 95 
words . 
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TABLE III 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS 
IN RESPONSE TO PICTURE STIMULUS 
NUMBER OF WORDS 
GROUPS FEBHUARY IPRit 
Control 165.3 1617 
Experimental ' 2200 4161 
165.3 words were given b,y 54 children in the control group in Febru 
2200 words were given qy 54 children in the experimental group in February. 
In April the control group of 54 children shows a loss of .36 words . In 
April the experimentBl group of 54 children shovrs a gain of 1961 wor ds . 
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TABLE IV 
PERCENTAGE OF DESCRIPTIVE WORD RESPONSES IN TWO MINUTES 
[ MENTAL AGE ; CHRONOLOGICAL AGE GROUPS NUMBER I % NUMBER % 
Control I 194 I 10. 04 I 214 10. 73 
Experimental I 170 I 8. 65 I 1078 52 • .3.3 
The 194 descriptive words of the control group in February represent 
10. 04 per cent of the total number of words given on the two-minute test. 
The 170 descriptive words of the experimental group in February represent 
8. 65 per cent of the total number of words given on the two-minute test . In 
other words in the preliminary testing the control group was superior t o the 
experimental group in terms of descripti ve words . The control group in 
April shows a gain of 20 descriptive words or . 69 per cent as compared with 
the February results. The experimental group in April shows a gain of 908 
descriptive words or 43 . 68 per cent as compared with the February results . 
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TABLE V 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF DESCRIPTIVE WORD RESPONSES 
e. IN TWO MINUTES 
NO. %OF % s.E. 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE C.R. 
WORDS 
Control 54 10.73 
41.60 9. 5 4. 38 
Experimental 54 52. 33 
In t he final testing there is a difference of 41. 60 per cent between 
t he control and experimental groups. The cr itical ratio of 4.38 shows the 
difference is statistically si gnificant in favor of the experimental group. 
·ss 
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TABLE VI 
' PERCENTAGE OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
IN RESPONSE TO PICTURE STIMULUS 
FEBRUARY APRIL 
GROUPS NUMBER % NUMBER % 
Control 284 11.1.3 257 15. 89 
Experimental 286 1.3.00 1521 .36. 56 
The 284 descriptive words of the control group in February represent 
11.1.3 per cent of the total number of words given on the picture stimulus 
test. The 286 descriptive words of the experimental group in February rep-
resent 1.3 per cent of the total number of words given on the picture stimu-
lus test. The control group in April shows a regression of 27 words or 
4.76 per cent as compared with the February results. The experimental group 
in April shows ~ gain of 1108 words or 25.56 per cent as compared with the 
February results. 
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TABLE VII 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS IN 
RESPONSE TO PICTURE STIMULUS 
NO. % OF % S.E. 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE C.R • 
. 
~ WORDS 
Control 54 15 .89 
20.67 7.63 2.709 
Experimental 54 35.56 
After the period of teaching, the experimental group is 20.67 per 
cent better than the control group in descriptive words in r esponse to a 
picture stimulus. This difference is statistically significant in favor 
of the experimental group. 
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TABLE VII I 
PERCENTAGE OF DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES - TWO MINUTES 
FEBRUARY APRIL 
GROUPS NUMBER NUMBER 
Control 0 0 6 .30 
Experimental 4 . 20 488 23 . 69 
The control group gave no descriptive phrases in the two-minute test 
in February. The four descriptive phrases of the experimental group in 
February represent .20 per cent of the total number of phrases given on the 
two-minute test. The control group in April shows a gain of six phrases or 
.30 per cent as compared with the February results. The experimental group 
in April shows a gain of 484 phrases or 23.49 per cent as compared with the 
February results. 
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TABLE IX 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES 
IN RESPONSE TO TWO MINUTES 
NO. % OF % S.E. 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE DIFFF.RENCE DIFFERENCE C.R. 
WORDS 
! Control 54 .30 
23 . 39 8. 06 2. 901 
Experimental 54 23.69 
The difference in per cent of descriptive phrases is 23.39, which 
gives a crit ical ratio of 2.901 . This critical ratio is statisticall y 
significant in favor of the experiment al group. 
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Control 
4.89 
The 141 descr 
TABLE X 
OF DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES - PICTURE STll1ULUS 
82 4.89 74 
141 6.41 961 23.10 
iptive phrases of the control group in February represen 
e total number of words given on the picture stimulus tes 
phrases of the experimental group in February represent 
total number of words given on the pictt~e stimulus tes 
The control in April sho1-1S a regression of eight words or . 31 per cent 
February results . The experimental group in April 
shows a gain of words or 16.69 per cent as compared with the February 
results. 
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TABLE ; XI 
~ 
' 
! 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES 
i 
IN RESPONSE TO PICTURE STll~US 
NO. % OF % S.E. 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE C.R. 
WORDS I 
Control 54 4.58 ; 
18.52 i 7.35 2. 519 
Experimental 54 23.10 ' I I 
The difference in descriptive phrases betueen control and experimentS.: 
group is 18.52 per cent. TI1is difference yields a critical ratio of 2.519 
in favor of the experimental group. This control ratio is slightly under 
the established criteria 2.576 and cannot be interpreted as significant. 
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TABLE XII 
PERCENTAGE OF NON-DESCRIPTIVE WORDS - n{O MINUTES 
FEBRUARY APRIL 
GROUPS NUMBER % NUMBER % 
Control 17.38 89. 66 1775 91.15 
Experimental 1791 91 .14 494 2.3 .98 
The 17.38 non- descriptive words of the control group in February rep-
resent 89 . 66 per cent of the total number of words given on the two- minute 
test. The 1791 non- descriptive words of the control group in February repre-
sent 91 .14 per cent of the total number of words given on the two-minute test 
The control group in April shows a gain of .37 words or 1 .49 per cent as co~ 
pared with the Februar.f results . The experimental group in April shows a 
regression of 1297 words or 67 .16 per cent as compared with the February re-
sults. This regression would be expected in the light of the emphasis given 
to descriptive words . 
7r4 
I 
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TABLE XIII 
DIFFERENCE IN PER CENT OF NON-DESCRIPTIVE WORDS - TWO MINUTES 
NO. % OF NON- % 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE DIFFERENCE S.E. % C.R. 
WORDS 
Control 54 91.15 
67.17 9.05 7.42 
Experimental 54 23.98 
The difference in per cent of 67.17 yields a critical ratio of 7.42, 
which is statistically significant in favor of the control group. The pur-
pose of the study was to build vocabularies rich in descriptive words . This 
can be interpreted as in favor of the experimental group since the words fall 
in descriptive rather than non-descriptive categories . 
l----
1 
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TABLE XIV 
PERCENTAGE OF NON-DESCRIPTIVE WORDS - PICTURE STll1ULUS 
FEBRUARY APRIL 
GROUPS NUMBER NUMBER 
Control 1287 77.86 1286 79.53 
Experimental 1773 80.59 1679 40.35 
The 1287 non-descriptive words of the control group in February 
represent 77.86 per cent of the total number of words given on the picture 
stimulus test. The 1773 non-descriptive words of the experimental group in 
February represent 80.59 per cent of the total number of words given on the 
picture stimulus test. The control group in April shows a regression of one 
word or 1.67 per cent as compared with the February results. The experi-
mental group in April shows a regression of 94 words or 40.24 per cent as 
compared with the February results. In this instance , also, regressi on in 
terms of non-descriptive words can be interpreted as desirable in view of the 
emphasis of the study. 
========~======·~======-======== ~-==-
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TABLE X:V 
DIFFERENCE IN PERCENTAGE OF NON- DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
IN RESPONSE TO PICTURE STTI1ULUS 
NO. 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE . DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE C.R. 
% OF NON- % I S.E. 
----------~-------+--~W~ORD~S~~----------~--------~-------
1 
Control 
Experimental\ 
54 
54 
79.53 
40. 35 
.39.18 9.33 4.19 
Here again the wide difference between percentages yields a critical 
ratio of 4.19 which is statistically significant in favor of the control 
group. This is also interpreted as favorable to this study, for .it shows a 
shift in type of word in the experimental group and large numbers remaining 
in the non-descriptive class for the control group. 
=======================- --- -=-~~~=~~~======== 
TABLE XVI 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS - BOTH STIMULI 
NUMBER OF WORDS 
GROUPS FEBRUARY APRIL 
Control 3585 3612 
Experimental 4165 6221 
3585 words were given b,y 54 children in the control group in February, 
4165 words were given b,y 54 children in the experimental group in February. 
In April the control group of 54_ children shows a gain of 27 words. In 
April the experimental group of 54 children shows a gain of 2056 words. 
=== =---==-==== 
TABLE XVII 
PERCENTAGE OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
FROM THE COBINED RESULTS - PICTURE AND TWO MINUTES 
GROUPS 
I FEBRUARY 
NUMBER % 
APRIL 
NUMBER . 
Control 478 13.5.3 471 10.27 
Experimental 456 10.95 2599 41.78 
The 478 descriptive words of the control group in February represent 
I 13.53 per cent of the combined results of t he picture and two-minute test. 
The 456 descriptive words of the experimental group in February represent 
10.95 per cent of the combined results of the picture and two-minute test. 
The control group in April shows a regression of seven words or 3.26 per cent 
as compared with the February results. The experimental group shows a gain 
of 214.3 words or 30.83 per cent from the February results . 
il 
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TABLE XV III 
DIFFERENCE IN PERCENTAGE S OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
FROM THE COMBINED RESULTS - PI CTURE AND TWO-MINUTE STIMULI 
I NO. % OF j CASES DESCRIPTIVE 
===========*n ======~======WORDS 
GROUPS I % S.E. DIFF.ERENCE DIFFERENCE C.R. 
J 
' 
Control 54 10. 27 
: 31..51 8.91 3. 53 
Experiment al ; 54 41.78 
The critical ratio of 3. 53 is s tatistically si gnifi cant in favor of 
the experimental group . 
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TABLE XIX 
PERCENTAGE OF DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES 
FROM THE COMBINED RESULTS - PICTURE AND TWO MINUTES 
J FEBRUARY ' APRIL 
~G=R~O~UP~S~-------+~N~ill~1~~ 4---~%~--4-~N~UMB~~ER~~--~%~-
Contro1 82 2. 29 80 2 ~21 
Experimental 145 3. 24 1449 23.29 
The 82 descript ive phrases of the control group in February represent 
2. 29 per cent of the total number of words given in the combined results of 
the picture and two-minute tests . The 145 descriptive phrases of the ex-
perimental group in February represent 3. 24 per cent of the total number of 
words given in the combined results of the picture and two-minute tests . 
The control group shows a regression of two phrases or .08 per cent from the 
February results. The experimental group shows a gain of 1304 phrases or 
20. 05 per cent as compared with the Feb~uary results . 
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TABLE XX: 
DIFFERENCE IN PERCENTAGE OF DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES 
FROM THE COMBINED RESULTS - PICTURE AND TWO-MINUTE STIMULI 
NO. % OF % S.E. 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE C.R .. 
PHRASES 
Control 54 2. 21 
21.70 7.77 2.79 
Experimental 54 23.91 
. 
The t otal difference of 21~70 per cent yields a critical ratio of 
2.79 which is statistically significant in favor of the experimental group. 
=====---=-=-=--~-- -====== 
TABLE XXI 
PERCENTAGE OF NON-DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
FROH THE COMBINED RESULTS - PICTURE AND TWO MINUTES 
FEBRUARY APRIL 
·GROUPS NUMBER NUMBER I % 
Control 3025 84.38 3061 84.75 
Experimental 3564 85.67 2173 34.92 
The 3025 non-descriptive words of the control group :Ln February 
represent 84.38 per cent of the t otal number of words given on the combined 
results of the picture and two-minute tests. The 3564 nondescriptive words 
of the experimental group in February represent 85 .67 per cent of the total 
number of words given on the combined results of the picture ai,ld t \oro-minute 
tests . The control group in April shows a gain of 36 words or .37 per cent 
as compared with the February results. The experimental group shows a re-
gression of 1391 words or 50.75 per cent as compared wi th the February results. 
The writers i nterpret the loss of non-descriptive words as desirable, particu-
larly if one compares Tables X, XI, and XII . 
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TABLE XXII 
DIFFERENCE IN PERCENTAGE OF NON-DESCRIPTIVE \!lORDS 
FROM THE COMBINED RESULTS - PICTURE .AND T\vO-MINUTE STIMULI 
% OF NON- % S.E. 
GROUPS CASES DESCRIPTIVE DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE C.R. 
WORDS 
Control 54 84.75 
49 . 8.3 9.61 5.18 
Experimental 54 .34. 92 
The difference of 49 . 8.3 per cent between conurol and e>~erimental 
I 
groups yields a critical ratio of 5 .18 which is stat~stically significant 
in favor of the control group. Since the experimental material sought t o 
increase descriptive words , this difference in non-descriptive words is 
interpreted as favorable to the experimental group. 
i: 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of a series of 
exercises designed to increase children's use of descriptive words. The 
data was analyzed to ascertain: 
1. Change in numbers of descriptive words. 
2. Change in numbers of descriptive phrases. 
3. Change in numbers of non-descriptive words. 
Individual tests were administered in February and April. All data 
reported are based on one hundred and eight children in four third grades. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I. Descriptive Words 
A. An analysis of the combined results in response to both picture and 
two-minute stimuli showed a difference of 31.51 per cent in favor of 
the experimental group. This difference made a critical ratio of 
3.53, which indicates a statistically significant difference in favor 
of the experimental group. 
B. A separate analysis of the two stimuli shows critical ratios in both 
instances in favor of the experimental group, but the superior gain 
was made in response to the t wo-minute rather than the picture 
stimulus. 
II. Descriptive Phrases 
A. An analysis of the total data for evidence in regard to descriptive 
phrases shows a difference of 21.70 per cent in favor of the experi-
mental group. This difference yields a critical ratio of 2.79, 
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which is statistically significant in favor of the experimental group 
B. An analysis of the results in response to the two st:tmuli shows 
critical ratios which are very similar, indicating little difference 
in the amount of response. 
III. Non-Descriptive Words 
A. An analysis of the combined results of non-descriptive words shows a 
difference of 49.83 per cent between control and experimental groups. 
This difference yields a critical ratio of 5.18, which was statis-
tically significant in favor of the control group. Since the empha-
sis in this study had been projected to increasing the number of 
descriptive words and phrases, this result was interpreted by the 
writers as favorable to the experimental group. 
B. An analysis of the results in response to the two different stimuli 
showed a higher percentage of non-descriptive words for the control 
group in both instances. 
SUHMARY 
Though the writers recognize that the testing techniques utilized in 
this study were crude, they were done with as much objectivity as possible, 
and all testing was individual. It is felt that the data obtained have 
definite implications for the classroom teacher in that they indicate growth 
on the part of the small number of chil~en who participated in this study. 
-=------
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEPJlCH 
1 . Try the same experiment on a l arger and a different 
type of poptliation . 
2. Construct varied obj ective test i ng techniques whi ch 
could be used to show the maximum gain in this study • 
.3 . Use similar experiment on a higher grade level where 
chief concern woUld be the devel opment of written 
de scripti ve expres sion. 
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APPENDIX 
CONTROL GROUP 
WORD RESPONSES IN TWO MINUTES TEST (FEBRUARY) 
SCOTT - spelling, mill, soon, window, many, that, anything, chill, pencil, 
map, Kenny, you, something, pat, paper, mike, pierce, swim, swim, 
any, cat, clock, baby, my, in, spell, dog, watch, much see, me , gull, 
rabbit, clothes, any, sea, gee, mother . 
~EAN - cat, teacher , ruler, Joan, shut, dog, pencils, table, doors, play-
ground, geography, dresses, things, signs, dirt, paper, shoe, string, 
glass, mud, cloth, school~ children, light, water, books, people, 
names, open, play, old, trees, metal, yellow, gold, Williams, tent, 
chair, shades, I, neighbor, like, looking, that, said , stories, 
explorers, history, singing, calling. 
LORP~INE- bluebird, bird, nest, Alaska, bluejay, bath, bird1 s nest, New York 
sparrow, feeder, play, play, robin, bird feeder, eggs, wobbler, worm, 
at, red breasted robin. 
NANCY - cat, mouse, hold, sea, dress, hair, dog, house, knife, sit, nose, eye , 
rat, horse, school , grass, shoes, shoes, mouth, cover , tree, fine , 
floor, slip, socks, red, apples , my, sew, it, purple, playground, 
green, white, black, blue, blue, nail, nine, blew, ten, run, some, 
thing, two, eight, seven, five, six, four . 
MARION - cheese, house, baby, cow, flowers, freeze, children, dog, calf, 
daisies, grass, mother, cat, horse, rather , birds, father, mouse, 
poem, name, ate, sister, roose, barn, one, flowers, brothers, hen, 
field, over, rag, wall, pig, evening, oven, silk, paper, pencil, 
chair, blouse, worms, string, table, ring, dress, skirt, watch. 
SANDRA- I, pat, paper, pink, pencil, ruler, kitchen, I, room, roof , paper, 
dress, teacher, bite, hair, door, radiator, desk, room, clock, green 
chair, mother, window, television, radio, refrigerator, flower, 
blotter. 
MARGERY - Auburndale, Canada, cat, woman, man, Massachusetts, San Francisco, 
people, boy, girl, Alaska, dog, lady, children, wall, tree, floor, 
chair, desk, window, pole, France, brother, mama, father, ruler, 
pencil, school, sky, clouds, eraser, book. 
LINN - lights , trees, water, wall, birdfeeder, radiator, possibly, ocean, 
ceiling, pipe, chimney, clouds, cellar, yardstick, houses, broom, 
window, chair, animals, door, shade, school, fish, paper, desk. 
BARBARA - cat, tree, windovr, paper, clock, socks , dog, sky, radiator, girl, 
dress, and, daddy, school, pencil, boy, ticks, birds, mother, house, 
lead, string, shoes, hair, fingernails, ruler, nails, walls, pole, 
eyes, _eyes, ring, hands , face, mouth, nose, skirt, floor, color, 
chair, eraser, blouse, sweater. 
MOLLY - where, see, was, and, car, she, want, know, saw, to, oh, how, who, 
now, for, king, dear, do, you, have, show, queen, he, camp, yet, 
river, logs. 
PATRICIA - Michigan, statue, five, cut, polish, Detroit, Massachusetts, 
Massachusetts, buttons, clock, gold, house, liberty, ties, hands , 
silver, lady, numbers, numbers, got, red, paper, ring, anything, 
lipstick, pencil, ruler, earring, play, television, telescope, 
radiator, bracelet, watch, plaid, socks, shoes. 
l1ARTHA- castle, castle, king, father, Monday, Sunday, adopted, queen, 
mother, Tuesday, able, majesty, majesty, s~, myself, Wednesday, 
afternoon, magic, brother, son, Thursday, morning, madonna, sister, 
Saturday, Saturday, Friday, kindergarden, Miss Eddington, Miss 
Nelson, Miss Kiernan, Miss Wood, Miss Georgas, Miss Brown, Miss 
Crawshaw, Miss Gardner, Miss Anderson, Miss Finnegan. 
JOANNE - red, blue, while, ah, example, Miss Georgas, Mr., can, my, facts, 
Miss, call, compass, see, Joanne, Mrs., could, excuse me, school, 
Judy, jack-o-lantern, rabbit, turtle, Sunday school, Monday, chair, 
pencil, dirt, knife sharpener, Tuesday, carpet, desk, grass, sky, 
Wednesday, chair, pencil, flowers, clouds, then, door, her , leaves, 
good, Friday, its, refrigerator, chimney, God, Sally, Walter, tree, 
air, Jesus, hammer, screw, nail, floor, Mary, saw, knife, title, 
beautiful , black, sold. 
DIANNE - sky, blue, look, arm, dow, up, bloom, blossom, shine, all, seagull 
sun, radio, look, radiator, so, day, pipe, book, dress, run, have, 
pole, took, hard, wind, glass, room, walk, finger, curtain, shade, 
brick, cement, chimney, when oil burner, linoleum, comb, pine tree, 
come, screw, spell, hair, sweep, ground, man, write, brush, flower, 
see, yes, words, any, know, look, no, no, Friday, paper, why, I, 
cat, bird, limb, buds, flower, dog, horse, animal. 
BETTY ANN - Pat, Illinois, l~ion Hoyt, sit, noise, Betty Ann, New York, 
Jean Rason, door, face, cat, Massachusetts, Miss Cook, paper, 
clothes, rat, Peter, ceiling, hides, fur, America, Bigelow, stand, 
chair, silk, floor, flag, blackboard, watch, cotton, broom, look, 
listen, nails, hands, table , refrigerator, father, mother, arms, 
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BETTY ANN - alarm clock, bed, sleep, buttons , stove, tub, lock. 
(Cont.) . 
NANCY - word, time, vacuum cleaner, dirt, pigtails, say, girl, wash, round, 
hair, can, boy, dishes, around, eyes , do, street, wipe, pencil , 
mouth, any, road, wide, pen, skin, thing, are, window, paper, watch, 
skirt, radiator, house, legs, arm, socks , shoes, heels, hills. 
BARBARA - cat, I, communion, funny, things, dog, don't, white, like , some-
thing, mice, know, black, many, run, do, can, walk, talk, race, 
play, teacher, room, big , small, measure, wait, Indian, order, 
alphabet, knitting. 
PETER - go, ear, pole, refrigeration, desk, to, auditorium, road, announce-
ment, vacuum cleaner, three, movies, desk, select, pipe, stop, lense 
files, shut, furnace, bell, eagle, chimney, workshop, cellar, wood, 
grapevine, school, door, fingernail, friend, fir tree, penguin, 
rabbit , black widow, nest, house, drugstore, plane. 
EDWIN - trees, school, pencil, fish, plug, I, radiator, house, pipe, boat, 
chimney, chimney, say, pole, ruler, pile, island, smoke, that, 
paper, desk, china, America, varnish, can't chair, watch, oil, 
eraser, did, think, screw, anything, of. 
WAYLAND - hamlet, wall, steel, knob, along, dog, window, rag, screws, 
Cassidy, baseball, church, paper, wheels, lone, bat, schools, ma-
chine, chairs, rain, pipe, buildings, yardstick, leather , get, 
radiator, pipe, door, hop, stream, wheel, hair, person, peoples, 
streak, help, ice, cobbler. 
- man, man, that, skip, girl, red, vegetable, can, can, neat, kick, 
sister, blue, fan, feet, door, brother, green, ate, speak, store, 
ring, orange, five, word, house, watch, watch, apple, eat, Nick, 
home, board, banana, got, work, boy, black, fruit. 
HARLES - President Truman, was, wrist watch, Williams, whacks, chickens, 
chickens, Washington, machine, Massachusetts, eraser, the, wash, 
switch, Connecticut, did, is, come, wall, pipe, pig, Abraham 
Lincoln, paper, and, and, mouse, let 's, pencil, window, handle, 
wood, see, paper, old, ruler, now, clock, school, floor. 
OHN - floor, school, dirt, desks, ceiling, ceiling, teacher, leaves, ruler, 
chair, trees, radiator, paint, wood, cars, here, refrigerator, sit 
down, tracks, book, last, talk, ground, pencil, bike, clock, chil-
dren, cellar, tools, comic books, house, parents, heat, stove. 
ETER - game, Billy, Sunday school, ice cream, elementary, you, places, vanil a, 
school, Pollock, Pollock, place, strawberry, home, Bobqy, George, 
George, chocolate, neighborhood, names, paint, coffee, can, Joan, 
milk, milk, any, Leighton, Ricky, fruit, kind, Bigelow, Tommy, 
vegetables, count, flag, Eddy, cans, Bruce, Alan, baskets, Miss 
Kiernan, cream, church, tables, Martha, think, hello. 
RUCE - yes , wash, school, ground, wall, pencil, no, cow, desk, flower, lite, 
ruler, dog, chicken, wall, stick, clouds, eraser, get, rooster, tree 
floor, chimney, pipe, I've,now, radiator, snowdrop, roof, leaf, got, 
to, start, thinking, paper. 
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JOHN - dog, ~~s, shirts, paint brush, house, boots, comb, paint, horse, 
pockets, brush, trees, cat, shoelaces, scissors, chimneys, table, 
socks, glass, fireplace, chairs, dresses, dishes, clocks, teeth, 
rugs, lamps, lights, eyes, earrings, won't, ice cream, cake, candy, 
tablecloth, knives, cows, chicken, turkeys, box, buildings. 
ALLEN - cats, Alan, Lamont, Charles, Whalen, dogs, lent, mark, Ballantine, 
Clark, boots, thirty, Lancaster, Jean, four thousand, brother, 
fifty, John, Lawson, Molly, Lester, four hundred ten, Engstrom, 
Peter, Duane, York, Loraine, one hundred, Atwood, Martha, Pe.ter, 
Briggs, Bigelow. 
JOHN D. - book, grass, gone, keep, floor, wagon, transfer , lawn, lots, many, 
seven , remove, come, money, fun, more, remember, broom, soldiers, 
ten, horses, bought. 
ALAN - farm, farms, birds, books, shelves, watches, clocks, lights, doors, 
farming, ships, horses, dances, water , carts, houses, planes, hair, 
trees, grass, leaves, sand, trains, mines, cowboys, glad, busses, 
cars, people, shades, Indians, radiators . 
~THUR- in, and, blue, sky, Arthur, Porter, Herring, the, is, bugs, the, 
first, book, of, easy, pictures, author, grade, Mason, school, earth, 
island, George Washington. 
~SHA - is, at, that, then, bag, go, spill, spell, spelling, arithmetic , 
middle, going, then, them, dwelling , gnawing, gnat, turtle, snail, 
dog, barking, spilling, clock, light, picture, window, window shade , 
time, glass, grass, people. 
MARY - the, is, and, arithmetic, spelling, history, north, south, father, 
bug, sky, sun, moon, stars, Joan, Marilyn, Jane, Joice, at, geography 
robin, rest, resting, Ruth. 
EVERETT - hat, hay, gray, fed, feed, four, says, said, food, four, six, 
fifteen, rat, sack, feed, red, root, flower, flew, fly, cricket, 
Indian. 
JONATHAN - funnel, favorite, man, can, den, send, learn, burn, heard, clean, 
tip, dog, cat, horse, ground, stick, house, light, bean, flower, 
sled, grass, color, book, cloud, storm, wood. 
CONRAD - wastebasket, paper, paste, red, blue, black, green, gray, watch, 
white, paper, wastebasket, notebook, chair, table, pipe, box, boy, 
picture, paint, wood, purple, airplane, lighthouse, room, desk, 
floor, calendar, shoes, jar. 
JOlill - notebook, piano, gray, red, orange, blue, yellow, green, picture , 
boy, girl, book, paint, vase, box, picture, story, favorite, bookcase 
beanstalk, Jack, house, pipes, ice skates, sled, map, cutouts, dentis , 
desks, sneakers, legs, shoes, clothes, blackboard, shade, light, 
ring, watch, church, fire escape, grass, tree, roof, window, paper. 
JOYCE - dark, plain, airport, desk, car, policeman, tree, picture, light, 
flag, boy, dress, window, chair, rug, table, paint, book, word, card, 
snow, girl, finger, ink, door. 
CAROLE - hat, coat, furniture, clothes, dress, skirt, socks, shoes, holes, 
blouse, buttons, rings, door, church, finger, leg, foot, nail, lip-
stick, hair, eyes, eyebrows, eyelashes, white, brown, green, purple, 
red, black, stockings, chimney, handle, grass, tree. 
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CARL - word, story, pin, hat, orange, banana, kitten, cat, dog, favorite, 
game, favors, home, season, pass, adventures, science , animals, 
with, our, at, in, history, geography, talking, talk, bad, big, ox, 
high, low, slow, fast, bag, ship, train, boat, car, nut, paint, lid, 
. 
shoe, man, woman, child. 
GERALDINE - talk, ear, place, three, nine, run, play, work, nice , had, pass, 
hour, every, ever, even, evening, long, longest, longer, nicer , 
third , fourth, seventh, sixth, tenth, eleventh, twenty, thirty, 
dollar, better, betters, everTwhere, where , write, left. 
SUSAN - chair, boots, desk, table, tablecloth, point, words, books, girl, 
boy, paste, box, pages, dress, paper, shelf, house, chimney, door, 
flowers, flower, tulip, cover, watch, color, words, easel, paints, p 
paint brush. 
RICHARD - words, water, paint, children, house, chimney, chairs, beans, 
door, book, table, window, whj~e, horse, house, home, chairs, boy, 
girl, picture, story, peg, leg, clo\m, color, play, paint, brushes, 
teeth, hair, belt, pants, shirt, tables, knob, grass, glowers, jars. 
JANE - cat, rat, bat, run, ran, house, barn, garage, hay, mother, father, 
sister, brother , teacher, schoolroom, bookcase, window, shades, 
pictures, blackboards, books, paper, crayons, paints, heater, work, 
arithmetic, spelling, reading, some, sang. 
HERBERT - Liberia, England, France, Germany, Korea, Palestine, Israel, ma-
chinery, artillery, washing machines, tanks, bombs, giant, buds , but-
tons, books, paper, paste, glue, covers, jars, iron pole, Mexico, 
Guatamela, Waterloo, watermelon, do . 
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MICHAEL - paint, paper, dress, candy, flag, books, paste, string, swing, sin 
drawings, dental certificates, trees, houses , flowers, wood- cutter , 
maps, shades, clocks, windows, blackboards, walls, desk, cabinets , 
writing, risking, cars, automobiles, vase , troll ey car . 
KAREN - have, haven't dental certificates, books , bunnies, papers, paste, 
pictures, j ars , tables, chairs , flag, clock, lights, glue , giant, 
black, board, pipes, eraser, numbers, box, easel, paints, house, 
flowers, gardens, dogs. 
, JULIE- picture, book, paper , pencil, chair, work, bracelet, paste, clock, 
I 
dictionary, toys, doll , pegs, games, puzzles, ring, flowers , dress, 
v!edding, shoes, socks, stool, earring, closet, grass, house, top, 
clay, birds, window, clothespin, tree . 
' FRED - boy, dog, cat, house, horse, wall , blackboard, chalk, chair, clock , 
watch, time, dress, words , fun, ring, bell , draw, pencil, pencil, 
hands , fingers, elephant, sizes, beads, shoes, blouse, socks, desk, 
pants, ringing . 
LEE - window, books, sister, brother , mot her , father, bab,y, teacher, pupil 
friend, library, school, church , going, coming, bringing, doing, 
pictures, pretty, street, only, lonel y, slowly, shades, arithmetic, 
spelling, addition, subtraction, people . 
RICHARD - r at, trap, traffic, thi~k , chalk, paper , clay, books, cowboy, 
Indians , lights, case, glass , shade, robin, bugs, blue, golden, 
north, across, Canada, Massachusetts, handkerchief, travelers, all, 
maid, little, all . 
[-----------
,1 
-~DEBORAH- no, 
I 
yes , and, out, wrong, the, still, sit, chair, table, mother, 
father, sister, brother , baby, long, write, pencil, paper, pen, 
teacher, strict, Nancy, room, Bayard, Edward, books, writing, print-
ing, sitting, clock, twelve, ate, two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
eight, nine, ten, eleven. 
li RICHARD - Africa, circus, midget, clerk , Indiana, Australia, store, encyclo-
pedia, dictionary, milk, windo1-1, house, bean, paste, book, pencil, 
watch, dress, paint, draw, door, flowers, sky, clouds, chimney, roof, 
desk, flowers, grass. 
II DEAN - wait, want, inside, running, along, the, fence, in, want, book, look, 
bees, good, friends, wait, foot, table, went, into. 
II 
\ROBERT- Robert , Bob, Jim, football, Newton, library, Miss MacParthin, 
Grace Olken, fiesta, dancing, house, cocoanut, trees, covered wagons, 
good books, radiator, Jack and Jill, Indians, Joe, windows, Litt le 
Miss Muffet, dish , spider, shelves, window panes, squaw chief, 
Chief Crazy Bone. 
1 Hm~ARD- coming, brought, waiting, joke, potato, job, brat, joke, life, 
twenty, nearly, years, Plymouth, foxes, add, age, couldn't caught. 
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CONTROL GROUP 
PICTURE STD'1ULUS TEST (FEBRUARY) 
IALAN - skating, skiing, rolling down in the snow, snowball, fights, having 
races in the snow, making snowmen, shoveling, cleaning off car, 
sleigh riding. 
ARTHUR - skating, making snowballs, winter, trees without leaves, roofs 
covered with snow. 
'i SBA - sledding, skiing, skating, beautiful snow laid on the ground, heavy 
clothes, trees as they are bare, big high piles of snow. 
I 
!MARY - trees, sliding, hills, winter, trees, sleds, houses, cars, children, 
fathers and mothers, barns, January, skiing, cold, happy people, 
skating. 
lEVERETT - house, grass, tree, sled, man, boy, hill, car, garage, tree, girl, 
j snow, sled, footprints, stump, branches . 
!JONATHAN - man, boys, girls, snow, trees, house, barn, sled, twigs, car, 
children, feet, grass, windows, barn, rock, garage, sledding, running 
playing, dressed up, fun, snowballs, slide, hat, scarf. 
CONRAD - sliding, house, trees, car, haystacks , sky, color in sky, shutters 
on house, garage, hats, snow, old grass, tiny trees, trees cut down, 
boots, branches on trees, mittens, people. 
jJOHN - snow, sledding, winter, toboganning, skiing, snowball fights, steering 
I 
overshoes, snowpants, snow jacket, people, ear muffs, scarfs, ice, 
ice skating, cold, mittens, gloves, houses, windows, doors, roofs, 
garages. 
IF==----
JOYCE K. - hill, people, fun, snowball, house, hat, tree, porch, car, boot, 
door, roof, railing, snow, coast, jacket, scarf, mitten, earmuffs, 
gloves. 
CAROL- sled, boots, winter, hats, scarf, snow, leaves, hills, houses, snow, 
jackets , leggings, barns, doors, shades , trees, coats, earmuffs, 
snowsuits, cold, weather, cars, windows, garages, porches, roofs, 
floors, banisters, grass. 
cap, sled, coat, scarf, house, windows, shutters, cars, earmuffs, hill 
tree, bushes, gloves, boats, garages, snow, ice, hay, barn, hills, 
pants, cold, fast, red, yellow, blue, green, brown, fight, throwing, 
snowball. 
GERALDINE - snow, people, sleds, skates, trees, maple, maple sugar, sap, 
coasting, sliding, putting on heavy coats and hats, rubbers, corn-
fields, hayfields, brown grass, no leaves on trees, scarfs, coats, 
hats. 
white house, garage, barn, sledding, skiing, sky, children, snowball, 
fight, sleds, boots, grass, red, green, branches, stumps. 
ICHARD - man, girls, boys, cars, house, hats, boots, mittens, barns, cars , 
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wheat, sleds, snowsuits, earmuffs, trees , people, bushes, grass, twig 
runners, scarfs, hats, jackets, faces, hair, windows, doors, stumps. 
hats, jackets, boots, snow, January, houses, barns, haystacks, trees, 
snow, sliding, skating, skiing, cold days, haystacks, pretty sky, 
skiing, automobiles, garage, cold days, sliding, earmuffs, no grass. 
DEAN - coasting, trees, cars, houses, snow, grass, stumps, sleds, snowsuits, 
garages, bushes, streets, hills, ropes, mittens, scarfs, earmuffs, 
walking, riding, pulling, watching, laughing, fast, fall. 
ROBERT - slow, sleds, houses, cars, caps, riding, trees, windows, shutters, 
porches, garages, roofs, grass, races, pulling up hills, bridges, 
big, little, men's hats, earmuffs, rosy cheeks, green hats, sliding, 
races, crashing into snowbanks. 
HOWARD - houses, sleds, trees, bushes, hills, cars, people, sky, garages, 
hats, pants, coats, scarf, boots, grass, leaves, twigs, snow, forts. 
!RICHARD - coasting, stumps, frost, grass, sleds, rope, cars, houses, snow, 
hats, coats, boots, branches, gloves, mittens, people, men, boys, 
girls, birds, leaves, buds, flowers, tulips, plants. 
DEBORAH - trees, houses, sleds, rosy cheeks, having fun, on sleds, hills, 
falling down, dressing warm, walking up hill, sliding down, water 1 
going in the car, tree broken, pulling each other, racing, boots, 
going home, going fast. 
RICHARD - birds, home, sliding, skating, winter, bear, snow, skiing, cold, 
freezing, temperature, looking, pulling, racing, playing. 
JULIE - house, people, sled, snow, trees, boots , dead grass, sunset, barn, 
corn, cars, garages, street, slide, black, birds, sky, hats, mittens, 
stump, hill, windows, walk , shadow, grass. 
LEE - snowy day, winter, skates, sleds, pulling, r iding down the hill, 
snowsuits, green, red, sky, house, children having fun. 
HERBERT - haystacks, tree stumps, tracks, twigs, barn, little mountains, 
tree, scarf, overshoes, grass, snowballs, racing, earmuffs, riding, 
writing, pulling sleds up a hill, doors, paint, purple, gray, 
railings, roots , windows. 
MICHAEL - snow, sled, sledding, snowing, blow, blowing, cold, sneeze, 
sneezing, scarf, white, boots, tree, house, stump, school, play, stea], 
bouse, wastepaper basket, clock, car, tree, chickadee, junior. 
KAREN - scarf, cap, bouse, tree, sled, branch, snow, boots, shutters, door, 
car, people, post, haystack, barn, pants, hair, eyes, earmuffs, hat , 
garage, hill, runners, windows, jacket, ears, grass, mittens, ground, 
teeth. 
FRED - sled, tree, sidewalk, bouse, window, grass, shutters, coat, hat, 
branch, board, garage, car, scarf, hat, boots, grass, man, boys, 
girls, snow, bills, mittens, gloves , rope, shadow, paper. 
SCOTT - sled, bouse, scarf, brother, car, sky, hat, snow, father, tree, 
plants, branches, drive, coat, coat, sister , garage, grass, name, 
boots, hair, cornstalk, cut down trees, stump, string, baby tree, 
window, roof, children, door, window panes, blue. 
JEAN - sleds sliding in winter, snow, coats, cold out, picture, people out-
side, car, driving it, house, bouse at beach, children having fun, 
fathers playing with children, old grass, now i~s out, old barn,farm, 
little sticks, things growing, trees growing, car chains, cars won't 
skid, hill, me sliding down on sled, old trees, near my house when 
all branches are off trees. 
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LORRAINE - sled, gir ls, coat , hill, coasting, shutters, tree, snow, ·snow, 
leggings, car, fun, little of green grass, boys , boats, scarf, window 
happy, stump, house, hat, gray, branches, steep, standing, earmuffs, 
pulling, laugh, cold, roof, riding. 
NANCY - house, caps on children, mittens, mittens, tree , grass, hats, chil-
dren sliding, jackets, hill , car, sleds, sliding, garage, shovel, sky 
river, ice , another house, stalks of hay, earmuffs, little branches 
coming up on side, little stumps. 
- trees, face, boots, grass, green, branches, nose, sky, snow, yellow 
barn, mouth, house, string, brown, brown, coat, ear , window, wood, 
orange, pants, hat, blinds, pink, bed, boot, mittens , doors , purple, 
blue , scarfs, sled, car , name, pulling, shed, garage, white, throwing 
little, looking. 
SANDRA - snow, snow, scarf, windows, door, people, hat, winter, shutters, 
shutters , pink, sled, coat, car, branches, green, house, mittens, 
grass, red, white, tree , sled, hill, father, brown, garage , boots, 
sky. 
MARGERY - snow, sled, sled, grass, climb, sliding, children, jacket, fun, 
window, sitting, tree, boots, beautiful, face, playing, house, 
muffler , boots, happy, lying, cap, hat, hill, shutt ers, down, white, 
blue , branch. 
LINN - a lot about winter, lot of houses, children coasting, birds, I wish 
summer was here, going ice skating and skiing, coasting, going for 
walks in woods, a big snowstorm, trees don't have buds on them 
anymore. 
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BARBARA - sled, tree, windows, grass, leggings, girl, house , car , stumps , 
daddy, scarf, snow, boots, children, boy, coat, coat, hat, pants, 
shovel, down, slide, skates , mittens , string, hill, up , water, sky. 
I 
MOLLY DUANE- sled, house, boots, dog, laughing, hat, watching, white, fast , 
I up, scarf, grass, hat, barn, shovel, coat, hill , sky, cornfield, 
1
1
1 night, snow, car, pretty, shed, pull, tree, green, roof, porch, 
leaning. 
PAT - lips , orange hat, ski pants , bushes, sled, sled, meadow, white boots , 
l ooks like orange sky, house, shutters, the sun, tree, proch , name on 
pic~ure, green coat, roots, branches, branches, yellow grass, green 
hat, scarf, blue coat, some weeds , gray ski pants, car , tree trunks , 
garage, a tan coat, snow, father laughing, a hill , an orange coat, 
a boy standing beside sled, person sliding, a part of green garage, 
snow, somebody working beside the house, gate . 
MARTHA - house , hats , tops of houses , tree, hills , cornstalks, runners , 
1.0G 
mittens , snow, sky, leggings, children, caps, branches , jackets, bushe , 
bushes, bushes, boots, windows, hair , sleds, por ches, panes , scarfs , 
garage, doors, mittens, book, blue, green, green, black, orange , 
I yellow, fathers, brown, brown, red, gray, white, white. 
IJO.ANNE - snow, people, leggings, sky, line, green, the homes, roads , scarfs , 
color, color , blue, yellow, trees, hills , hair , little bushes , white, 
fences, hats, hat , riding, bro,~, grass, jackets, street, branches , 
j ust red, sleds, boots, body, car, black. 
=-=-=-=~--\!===--=-=-=-~-· ======---~-
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!DIANNE- sleds, jacket, tree, tree, fun, storm, pink, snow, snow, boots, sky, 
slide, grass, orange, house, house, leggings , sled, hill, field , 
eyelash, girls, hat, mittens, ear, white , stumps, coat, garage, 
smile, yellow, snov1balls, tires, big, windo1r1 panes, shingles , hands, 
wet , running board, running, baby, big, little, high, mountains, 
looney, far. 
BETTY ANN - children, branches, car, streets, nose, father , posts , garage , 
mittens, eyes, sled, boots, sky, hands , mouth, snow, snow, hats , 
children, face, scarf, tree, coats, sleds , hair , leggings , houses , 
grass, skiis, ears , hill, trees, garage, barn, spots, blue . 
NANCY - tree, grass, sno,oT, feet, eyelash, sled, hat, hill; legs, lips , 
children, jacket, house, arm, mouth, twig, boots, stand, head, eye-
brow, car, car , leggings , sitting, hair , teeth , house , mittens , 
sit, eyes, chin, damp, wet, cold, ears, cheeks , shoe, handlebars, 
runners. 
BARBARA - winter, people sleigh riding, prett y houses, trees, grass, barn, 
people playing snow, stumps of trees, hay, car. 
PETER - trees, caps, boots, blinds , house, bushes , hill , r oof, sled, hay, 
garage, posts, snow, people shoveling walk, sky, barn, children, car, 
mittens, shovel, chop down trees, earmuffs , socks, trees, scarf , 
jacket, windows. 
EDWIN - sleds, blinds , posts, men, tree , tree, car, earmuffs, hats, scarf, 
windows, grass, corn, garage, garage, hill, doors, Sky, shed, wheels, 
boots, barn, runners, children. 
lj--
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WAYTANE - window, roof, top, tree , car , hill, haystalk, railing, stump, sled 
man pulling person up, people, a shed, person coming down tree , 
garage, a field, person picking up snow and tossing at him, windows, 
snow, person going do~~ beside him, storm sashes, bushes, father 
and son going down hill, garage, sky, brother going right beside h~, 
limbs, air, far away car, glass. 
MARK - house, man and little girl going dorm on sled, boy going down on 
tummy on sled, man watching, cat , cornstalks, trees, garage , little 
sticks sticking ·up from ground, snow, children watching, shed, grass , 
boy watching, boy bringing up sled, car off in distance , girl with 
white boots on, man has scarf around neck, leaves off tree, sleds. 
CHARLIE - winter , skiing, sliding, making a snowman, snowball fights , going 
into snow banks with sled, father skidding in morning, chains on car, 
getting ready to go outsid~, riding with three people down hill and 
tumbl ing off, shoveling walks, ' standing under a tree and shaking 
branches, milkwa.gon, horses pulling it. 
JOHN - snow, sliding, cold weather , having lot of fun , having lot of fun , 
lots of things , houses , trees, trees , trees, grass, sleds, sliding, 
barnyards , houses , cars , hills , coats , hats, stumps , corn, cornstalks 
scarfs , boots , sky, porches, window, big hills, little hills, twigs , 
'I 
staring, going down hills , falling off sled, pulling sled up hill , 
running after sled. 
I PETER - sled, sled, people, tree , houses, snow, snow, raw, grass, car , stumps, 
I 
II 
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snow, bare trees, sky, branches , garage , still, fast, whizz, call , 
runners , boots, snowpants, hats , earmuffs, caps, scarfs , plaid jacket, 
warmly dressed, scarlet caps, going in, very cold, now I 1m warm. 
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BRUCE - hat, hat, bushes, sky, face, scarf, roof, boots, jacket, snow, yellow 
sled, white, trees, green, branches, branches , coasting, house, car, 
hill , runners, s t umps, red, mittens, winter . 
OHN - snoll, trees, cars, house, boots, looks like little shed, windo\ois, hill , 
children1 hats , scarfs, branches , coats , trees, paper, sled, lines, 
sled marks, grass, grass , twigs, people coasting, runners , people 
having fun , lines, different colors. 
ALAN - car, cap, children, yellow, twigs , house , boy, group, brush, porch, 
garage, hat , together, boots, door, tree, sled, playing, red, purple, 
coasting, girl, green checked, blue, orange, man , rope , white , 
runners , light green, sky, cornstalks . 
JOHN D. - snow, trees, nut , dirt, white, sl eds , sky, bolt, fun, barn, come, 
shed, school, grass , children, hill, hill , climb, car, Friday, 
houses , hat , spring, winter, boots~ 
CONTROL GROUP 
WORD RESPONSES IN TWO MINUTES RETEST (APRIL) 
JOHN - watch, gym, soldier, will, winter , look , teaching, pencil, bayonet, 
I see, seasons, won' t , school, sea, lady, boat, summer, ship, play 
1 
'I tower, gun, sail, l eaves , groi.md, guard, hope, morning, attention. 
PETE - tree, eagle, fern, bell , blue , blackboard, bird 1 s nest, button, 
thermometer, pill, tree trunk, crayon, chimney, wood, gas pipe, wall 
paper, face, dots, lumber yard, eraser, turquoise, chalk , pipes . 
MARK - grass, bab,y, bird, dress, sleeves , mil~, milk, orange, leaves, mother 1 
pencil , pants, tracks, fruit, tomato j uice, winter , squauk, clock, 
clock, shirt, box, vegetable, watch. 
AWU1 - Lester, myself, said, I, men, Yankee, Red Sox, iron, bar, to , the , 
t hree hundred, Grant, Everett, New York, Boston, paper, limb, Chrysle 
j Studebaker, Oldsmobile, Ford, bought, Cincinnati, met , pine, mountain 
·1 whi te , green, trees, r oof, pennant, Ohio, pencil, oak, brick, chimney, 
branch, douds, sky, bed, Missouri, string, maple, pencil , r adiator, 
, refrigerator, windy, lamp, center, chair, watch, blue, brown. 
j ARTHUR - wall , bench, stook, radiator, shoes, socks , school, gloves , light, 
Don, pole, flesh, chain, vacuum cleaner , paper, cloth, pipe , green, 
stajns, flower, running, crayons, happy, good, quiet, beautiful , 
pencil , polite , excellent, invited, trees, stars , paper . 
SHEILA - I, interesting, birdhouse , is, it, all, r ight, now, window, Ann, 
say, names, Sharon, school , trees , eighty, radiators, dress, room, 
I 
one, t wo, three, f our, five, six, seven, eight, nine, t en, eleven, 
t welve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eight een, 
horse, house, machine, wine, dog, ditchen, stop, soak, chalk, fast, 
sass, clock, penci l, lip, one minute, dog, sister, shower , hanky, 
table, papers, head, five, Cambridge, paper, pipe, air, window, 
1. button . 
lj JOHN L. - building, she, school, school, clock, radiator , God, walls, world, 
sky, work, car, tree, paper, chain, desk, glass, window, fire, police, 
lone , father, mother, brother, sister, baby, ground, house, porch, 
doorknob, door, curtain. 
PETE - house, boy, boy, lunch, eraser, radiator, seat, desk, chairs , leash, 
covering, pencils, paper, mainland, strap, plastic, evening, punches , 
grapes, colt, watch, oranges, fruits , birds, fruit, chain, beasts, 
animals, tulip, juice. 
BRUCE- school , clock, chair, desk, window, floor, paper, pencil, ruler , boo~~ 
trees , sky, cloud, airplane, brick, steal, chalk, blackboard, eraser , 
1 sponge, sink, walls, dirt, trucks , Indians. 
li CHARLES - button, he, came, pig, house, house, register, clock, pipe, flower•, 
1 pencil, chicken, floor, nations , stone, plug, desk, peep, t able, 
candle, paper, electric, string, move, vacuum cleaner, window, door , 
candy, clock, chain , switch, clock, wine, handle, shade, lights. 
DIANE - school, build, tree, pipe, plug, exit, large, time , mean, clothes, 
paper, glasses, around, windmill, paper, ruler, stick, spring, done , 
big, little spelling, stocking, round, table, cries , r adiator, box, 
wheels, outside, outside , old, new, paper, shoes, on, hair, dress, 
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DIANE - pen, paper, writing, eraser , chalk, light, summer, winter , walls, 
(Cont.)ceiling, in. 
SCOTT - has, had, use, plumber, dance, your, think, lesson, pencil, socks , 
learned, head, dress, little, shoes, belt, brother, sister, hands, 
button, big, big, long, go, time, half, bread, food, clock. 
SHEILA - bird, school, watch, could, boy, the, teacher, wish, should, lady, 
dress, shoe, nails, would, men, store, child, stockings, good, pencil, 
table, ring, rode, chair, wall, face, sidewalk, floor, roof, hair, 
girl. 
PATRICIA - the, house, illustrate, ask, train, paper, pipe, chimney, tree, 
maybe, shoe, ceiling, toes, Cinderella, cut, student, buttons, sweeper 
chain, lights, pigs, houses, ceiling, switching, outside, across, 
you, have, hear, dress, pearl, good, ring, radiator, desk, table, 
footsteps, chalk, people, roll, watch, floor, carpet, Margie, little, 
pencil, windows. 
JOAN- true, window, radi ator, radiator, stick, cove, box, -building, wall, 
table, slow, pole, brick, wood, Miss, slacks, chair, carpet sweeper, 
ceiling, thermos, sniffles, air, Kiernan, dress, lily, door, tree, 
cement, line, measles, Georgas, pearls, flower, ground, soil, tan, 
paper, pencil, Bordau, antique, gold, silver , black, pink, what, 
yellow, Joan, Nancy. 
NANCY - clock, dress, shoes, sock, tree, table, bound, child, person, flower 
boy, girl, run, lady, lips, more, pencil, tick, hair, belt, eyes, nosE, 
eraser, block, seat, desk, design, floor, wall, chair, paper, «raw, 
glass, hat, hat, had, had. 
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!MARGERY- wall, floor, chain, dress, brown, pen, shoe, sock, pine, tree, 
school, desk, locket, mother, ·color, rose, black, paper, lamp, brother, 
sister , father. 
SANDRA - dog, window, necklace, milk, cat, shade, button, carry, sister, 
paper, mother, box, man, out, light, river, chair, desk, green, flowei, 
in, radiator, brown, spring, refrigerator, kitchen, black, bicycle, 
door, teacher, away, pink, clock, pencil. 
BARBARA - dress, window, pipe, brush, chalk, black, desk, chair, string; 
comb, floor, board, shoes, hair, eraser, wall, colds, box, tree, 
leaves, pencil, nails, necklace, paper, poker, tick, purple, belt, 
sock, cents, clock, lines, button, back, grade, three, writing, 
printing. 
MOLLY - pigeon, school, ' house·, building, ballet, pole, wall, floor, people, 
radiator, window, chair, chair, clock, ford, beach wagpn, peaches, 
pain, lunch, bees, birds, handle, drawer, table, sway, tree, paper, 
painting, drawing. 
!I NANCY - skater, mouse, mouse, sink, sandwich, sleep, purple, chair, floor, 
j duty, clothes, orange, gray, wall, talk, my, jungle, gym, ye~ow, 
tan, school, William, good, Mark, red, chair, face, nose, mouth, blue 
l 
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teeth, horse, wagon, Jean, cowboy. 
JEAN - chair, desk, polish, pencil, holder, window, shade, paper, letters, 
showing, pole, book, sweeping, picture, ring, pearls, hair, light, 
thought, belt, radiator, blind, skirt, standing, dress, legs, which, 
pin, twenty-nine, button, whole, apple, orange, refrigerator, eraser. 
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BETTY ANN - joy, John, watch, bird, huts, blue, purple, school, won, Bun, 
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floor, wall, yellow, broom, barrette, shut, heads , the end, black, 
refrigerator, home, love, hands, dancing, brovm, clean, dirty, teache , 
store, cookies, red, chimney, table, log, ice cream, chocolate, 
vanilla, pink, white . 
cat, dog, tree, house, school, desk, radiator, children, vacuum, light 
ceiling, floor, pipe, paper, cellar, attic, bedroom, window, dolls , 
dishes, clothes, bird, cloud. 
~ORRAINE - rose, table, watch, pencil, clock, shoes, hands, face, box, floor, 
cars,mroom, teacher, doors, open, shut, legs, ruler, arms, neck, wall, 
I out doors, eraser, school, vacuum cleaner, paper, stick, writing. 
kARION - oven, window, girl, boy, dress, lunch, kitchen, shoes, radiator, 
children, car, train, desk, living room, store, food, vegetables , 
home, bet, ruler, dining room, clothes, closet, because, books, wall , 
eraser, found, up, floor, size, broom, brush, lawn, paper, back, yard, 
trees, grass, fall, thin, watch, pencil, around, farm. 
~THA - school, worms, radiator, pink, purple, light brown, green, paper, 
blue, skirt, socks, light, blow, trees, windows, shades, grass, steel, 
I 
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wood, brown, pine, your majesty, pink, pink, yellow, orange , chair, 
adopted, tunnel, Italy, Miss Edv1ards. 
HERBERT - pussy willows, South Africa, Nort h Korea, Czechoslovakia, Great 
Britain, Argentina, Bulgaria, Turkey, Italy, France, Germany, paste, 
Puss in Boots, stopwatch, timetable, tools, ink, pen, blotter, dogs, 
glue, flowers, plants, tulips, roses. 
=~ 
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MICHAEL - paper, pen, ink, music, eraser, clock, paste, flowers, is, your, 
then, to, certificate, in, I, think, Indian, erasers, tulips, roses, 
diamonds, cover, roses , pussy willows, chickadee, blackbird, nest, 
orioles, others , jack-in-the-beanstalk. 
KAREN - boy, sly, book, eraser, at, cat, friend, pencil, vase, glue, music, 
story, time, clock, ruler, number, card, bean, paper, flowers, chairs, 
chalk, paint, desk, chairs, pen. 
JULIE - dictionary, flowers, spool, ink, music, teacher , chalk, rabbit, girl, 
paste , letters, pictures, books, vase, clips, pen, pencil, paper, 
cat, dog, animals, fish, clothes, watch , time. 
FRED - flag, clock, desk, chair, watch, flowers, pencil, workbook, book , 
eraser, box, hat, dog, cat, bear, lion, vase, blouse, shoes, socks , 
r abbit, table, television, couch, jar, paper, radio, shelf, paste, 
glue, vine. 
LEE - interesting, books, little, the, dictionary, blackboard, forsythia, 
friends, and, workers, going, drawing, paper, pencil , pen, book, 
pictures, songs, note, magazine, merry, lovely, ugly, cat, kitten, 
dog, puppy. 
ALAN - house , car, flowers, books, pens, paper , watch, light, trees, houses , 
stores, vases, tree, pictures, magazines, bluebirds, trains , planes, 
songs, food, police, cowboys, Indians, paste, glue, doors, shades, 
flags, girls, boys, chairs, desks, wind , snow, robins, ice, sleds, 
skiis , skates. 
ARTHUR - pictures , easel, paint, brushes, cowboys, Indians, desks, chairs, 
world, people, pants, jacket, window, walls , door, closet, watch, 
forsythia, cabinet, floor, drawers, curtains, boys. 
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MARSHA - at, boy, go, book, music, words, note, tied, pencil, pen, ink, 
spill, thumbtack, eraser, paper, school, blue, red, orange, flowers, 
we, no, how, birds, vase, paste, picture, glue, pretty, pussy willows, 
story, clock, dictionary, the, this, pipe, shelves. 
MARY - blue, flowers, pretty, pet, pat, cat, mat, dance, hurried, crawl, 
crawled, bird, nests, songs, song, sing, what, taste, things, like , 
hear, smell, beautiful, galloped, stumbled. 
EVERETT- sun, Mary, it, is, the, church, search, found , first, fast, time , 
wind, blow, go, joke, just, for, find, Fin, fan, fast, mix, sit, 
soup, some. 
JONATHAN - church, car, busses, trucks , people, children, books, flowers , 
trees, paper, lunch boxes , paintings, brick, houses, paints , branches, 
songs , birds, cat, dog, turtle, pen, jars, dictionary, dungarees , 
ink , erasers, flowers, vase, rabbits, glue, time, pins. 
CONFJrn - white , quiet, wind, tell, book , work, looking, look, paste, flowers 
coloring, glue, cloth, picture, workbook, ink, pencil, pen, bracelet, 
desk, birds , base, singing, arithmetic. 
JOHN - house, picture , flower, girls, boys, beanstalk, books, trees, stores, 
fire, escapes, fires, watch, song, birds , arithmetic, r oof, branch, 
ring, skin, leg, shoe, sock , shirt, pants, clothes, words, play, 
paper, clips, turtles, cats, dogs, monkeys, apes, elephants , hippo-
potamus, tigers, lions. 
JOYCE - cat, dog, desk, book, little , leaf, song, shave, picture, card, rabbi , 
flower, blue, paper, wood, window, back, house, person, yes, no, 
blouse, clock, shade, sun, do, workbook, snea~ers . 
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CAROLE - school, flag, desks, chairs, boys, girls, windows , bulletin board 
with pictures, books, stories , pictures, room helpers, mother , father, 
children, playing on the playground, teacher, pencils, erasers, rulers 
games , temperature, paint, crayons . 
CARL - bag, good, banana, orange, book, Mary, music, sun, flowers, nature, 
dictionary, birds, song, of, our, land, build, birds, want , know, 
to, we, tree, house, pictures, hair, notes, color, words , orange , 
lion, dog, 'Cat, horse , cow, donkey, roof, light , bag, flag, red, 
white, cars, shoes, candy. 
GERALDINE - rabbit, very, happy, dog, mym mouth, face, box, clock, many, 
case, paper , flowers, house, music, bottle , hoop, room, vase , care , 
man, lady, girl, boy, every, book , please, house, home. 
SUSAN - paints, crayons, easel, pictures, pretty tulips, pencil , green leaves 
bulletin board, turtle in the water, paste , scissors, paper, stop-
watch , children, boys, girls, hair ribbon, dresses, socks. 
RICHARD - bird, house , nest , leave , want, to, know, horse , fence, use , windy, 
April, January, February, March, May, June, July, October , August, 
November , December, t aste, tacks, flowers , vase , rabbit , looks, 
pussy willo,.Js, dandelions, decks. 
JANE - cat, rat, bat , car, fast, please, bank, run , jump, play, Mrs., Mr., 
baqy, long, book , pussy willow, dress, flower, fast, paper, bird, 
squirrel, window, plant , music , paste, mother, father , brother , 
si ster , crab, fish, ocean, lobster, sandwich. 
DEAN - paper , want, went, blue , brown, book, look, sea, thought, rabbit , 
pencil , block, nail, hammer, house , horse , sand, snow, wagon, bicycle, 
drawing, song, razor, flowers, desk. 
- -~ ---
ROBERT - boat, museum, watch, book, flm-rers, rabbit, glue, ink, paper, pussy 
willows, birds, cars, flowers, motorboats, countries, Holland, cub 
scouts, brownies, boy scouts, bluebirds, girl scouts, houses, sky, 
Holland, trees, churches, steeples, palaces, bridges. 
HOWARD - bought, brought, coming, car, can, camp, stamp, are, boy, girl, 
children, is, in, potato, joke, bird, jay, blue, sun, third, second, 
first, last, east, west, south. 
RICHARD - winter, snow, ice, book, rabbit, flowers, bowl, pencils, hundred, 
we, birds, oriole, red, you, me, Wednesday, Thursday, desk, chair, 
glue, ink, robin, clock, watch, wish, floor, pot, bean, house, work, 
music, merry, taste. 
DEBORAH - bird, on, at, his , the, that , went, song, sing, notebook, ·rabbit, 
shoe, flowers, eraser, chalk, ink, pen, pencil, needles, books, what, 
some , help, us, we, want , to, know, of, our, ran, clock, one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, a, 
thirteen, fifteen. 
RICHARD c. - campers, fire, cowboys, Indians, grass, woods, blue sky, room, 
desks, closet, chairs, calendar, doors, books, reference books, pants 
shirt, shoes, tie, stores, money, cents, dollars, house, camp, hut. 
·=====-c===========-==-·- -=--=====ll======l 
CONTROL GROUP 
PICTURE STIMULUS RETEST (APRIL) 
ALAN - fun, people, races, snow, trees, snowball fights, hills, houses, cars, 
farms, haystacks, barns, grass, fires, snowmen, trees cut down, 
garages, earlaps, sleds, skiis, skates, toboggans, skating, windows, 
mountains, deer. 
ARTHUR - sledding, snowballs, trees bare, waiting at top of hill, house with 
green shutters, boots, caps, sno1.,rsuits . 
11ARSHA - writer, heavy clothes, sledding, having fun, snow on the roof, going 
toboganning, bare trees, fathers out at play, bare bushes, snowy hills 
sky not blue, houses, white , ski pants, scarfs, children inside by a 
fire, ground all bare, cars skidding. 
MARY - skating, sleds, winter, trees, having a nice time, sledding, cars 
stuck, fathers on sleds, skiing, fall, houses, treestumps , barns, cars 
trucks, girls and boys, snow, boots, cold, grass covered with snow, 
tree stumps, bare trees. 
EVERETT - sleds , snow boots, hills, house, cap, leggings, grass , barns, cars, 
bare trees, earmuffs, scarf, stumps , cornstalks, barn, branches, sky, 
sn01.r, tracks, coats, little trees, windows, front, bean, porch. 
JONATHAN - sled, girl, boys, hands , boots, trees, houses, cars , garage, corn, 
scarfs, walking, hill, tree, houses , twigs, grass, stubs, doors, caps, 
mittens, snow, prints in snow, climbing, snow, hill, branches, win-
dows, shovels, earmuffs, snowball . 
CONRAD - sleds, trees, snow, people, cars, houses, grass, hills, colors, red, 
green, blue, pink, black, brown, branches , sky, boots, men, girls, 
=========*=====bo~-fencaa,_~~ll~Q~~-=w~h~i~t~e~· ===================================*========= 
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JOHN sledding, ice, skating, boy, snowfight, car, houses, trees, shadows, 
people, porch, barn, bushes , sky, toboganning. 
CAROL - winter, snow, sleds, clothes , trees , boots, leggings, mittens, gloves 
jackets, scarfs, earmuffs, buckles, sky, house, coat, string, cold, 
gloves, door. 
CARL - sled, man, hat , house , tree , barn, snow, bushes , shoes, tree stumps , 
car , hat, boots, pants, shirt, coat, gloves, scarf, sky, snowball , 
roof, windows, shutter, door, glass, branches , twigs, bushes . 
GERALDINE - coasting, throwing, snowballs, living in houses, skate , go 
maple-syruping. 
SUSAN - coasting, people, houses , trees, sleds , snow, cars, barns, garage, 
words, windows, bushes, branches , snow suits, shutters, boots. 
RICHARD - sleds, children, trees, houses, barns, hats , boots, grass , cars, 
sky, jackets, scarfs, mittens, leggings, sleds , roof, doors , windows, 
branches, twigs, stumps. 
JANE - sled, snow, January, houses, skiing, skating, toboggans, snowman, barn 
trees, cars, stacks of hay, a little grass, hills , garages, mother. 
DEAN - coasting, climbing, walking, riding, laughing, running, playing, snow, 
grass, bushes, falling, watching,. steering, trees, bushes, stumps . 
ROBERT - sliding, kneeling down, walking up hills, being with your father, 
farm-house, garage, walking in the country, throwing snowballs, farm-
house, having snowball fights, snowing, thick snow, sliding with 
yourself, trees around, hiding in the grass. , 
HOWARD - sledding, snow, trees , houses, children, cars, garages, hills , sky, 
water, bushes, twigs, porches, bobsled. 
_- -~=-=---====-~--====-" 
RICHARD - house, sled, people, trees, snow, hats, coats, boots, gloves, 
children, men, cars, garage, little, trees, tall grass, ice, icicles, 
Eskimos, dog-sleds, seals, bears, rush, tumble-weed. 
DEBORAH - riding, having fun, racing, happy, trees chopped off, climbing, 
dressing up very warm, walking up the hill, chopping, hole. 
RICHARD C. - sled, house, cornfield, snow, car, slippery, bare, coast, skate 
fun, cold, boots, brush, grass, covered, fast, flat, up, hill. 
JULIE - skating, sky, winter, sled, houses, cars, people, trees , hill, trunk , 
cars , running, pull, barn, cold, grass , cap, clothes, boots, cold. 
LEE - sled, skates , sliding, winter , slippery, sledding, skating, cold, ice , 
icy, snowy, coats, boots, slippery, fun. 
HERBERT - car, paint, sky, snow, little bushes , cornstalks, letters, sleds, 
tracks, garage, scenery, trees, barn, distance, side of the mountain, 
slope , little twigs, snowballs, people, stems of tree trunk, hats, ear 
muffs, windows. 
MICHAEL - winter, sliding, houses , men, snow, cars , weeds, books, Jack, 
subtraction, paints, drawings, cub scouts , music, piano lessons, stay 
in, cold, frozen, freeze, ice , no grass , no weeds, no leaves . 
KAREN - house, children, sled, sky, trees , cap, fun, boys, girls, barn, 
snow, boots, car, grass, post, scarf, mittens, coat, hat, earmuffs. 
FRED - my house, up my camp, my garage, hill where we slide, the tree we 
always climb, cellar, children, we play with them, the meetings we 
have, sliding and snowballing, build snowmen. 
JOHN - tree, people, sleds, grass , boots , hats, houses, green, car, white, 
bushes , coats, mittens, stunts, shark, shed, cornstalks, red, purple, 
purple, black, blue, green, orange, brown. 
- -- ==!F====-====~ 
PETE - sled, hat, house, shingles , snow, bonnet, earmuffs, string, wood, tre , 
car, children, garage, grass, boots, jacket, jacket, burn, tweaks, 
mittens, snowballs, hill, which. 
MARK - snow, house, tree , cornstalks, sled, man, car, tree, boots, jacket, 
dance, porch, people, car in distance , shutters, windows , shed, 
stumps, hats, scarfs, gloves. 
ALAN - snow, sled, boots, hat, scarf, clip, paper, yellow, green, earmuffs, 
white , house, green, shutter, car, cornstalk, trees, limbs, twigs, 
grass, snow, purple, orange, gloves, pants, ski pants, garage, window, 
attic. 
ARTHUR - man on sled, has on green and blue jacket, yellow scarf, black 
boots, tan and blue slacks, little girl with white cap, yellow leggin 
house with snow on roof, green shutters, yellow car, top of hill, 
boy has kind of a happy exp~ession, queer smile, children making 
snow balls, throwing snowballs, boy on sled doesn't look happy or 
sad (in-between look), bluish-gray jacket, snow on barn roof. 
SHEILA - sleds, sliding, winter , having fun, watching, fathers sliding with 
children, crowd, trees with snow on them, cold; sno'WY, staring. 
WAYLAND - snow, sled, car, two cars, window, red, snow, people, man, sled, 
grass, tree, crop, stump, garage, house , air, branches, hill, 
writing. 
JOHN L. - sled, boots, hat, coat, mittens, scarf, snow, hair, grass, glass, 
wood, colors, hat, earmuffs, children, people, car, glass, shovel, 
roof, door, porch. 
PETE - sled, bonnet, scarf, hat, hair, boots, strap, house, snow, pants, sle 
grass, broken t wigs, sleds, kids, run, shutters, storm windows , barn . 
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BRUCE - sled, house , hill, hat, coat, grass, people, trees, garage, stump, 
riding, car, boots, ski pants , sled, scarves, hats . 
CHARLES - sled , snow, grass, scarf, coat, mittens, tree , barn, boots, stump, 
car, garage, house, hill , house, cat, leggings, fun, sliding, windows, 
rope. 
DIANE - writing, hats, snow, sleds, hair, fare, nose , porch, roof, door, eye 
mouth, tree, dead, corn, pumpkin, children, shovel, robin, man, funny, 
sliding, fell, car, day, sun , name, window, shingle, pane, hats, 
gloves, moon, woods, hay, twigs, jacket, hand, face, cold, winter , 
plain, stump, dead. 
SCOTT - hats , grass , house , shades, scarf, coat, sled , father, children, 
branches , tree, hill, car, roof, shutters, proch, socks, sky, fence, 
garage, door, frozen grass, barn, ground, colors , girl, boy, people, 
coats. 
SHEILA - sled, boots, hat, scarf, face, legs, sled, coat, tree, having fun, 
house , boy, man, girl, boy, sky, pretty, cars, branches. 
PATRICIA - sled , tree , line, bushes, name, children, shelter, car , hill , 
sleds , car, snow, scarf, trunks, tree , dead, hat , bushes, shadow, 
snow, cold, fast, wind blowing, garage, hair, trees , people, boots, 
mittens , scarf, hat , yellow, hills . 
JO~~ - tree, snow, car , blue, red, white, boots , leggings, scarf, sled, 
stump, tree, children, man, hat , scarf, boy, jacket, legging , boots , 
farm, house, green, white , sky, tree , garage, grass , twigs, fence, 
barn, blue. 
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NANCY - tree, branches, hat on man, sled, children on sled, little girl and 
daddy, house , tree and ground, grass , mouth, nose, eyes , earmuffs ~ 
man has hat, hair , man has scarf, jacket, girl with leggings, girl 
with boots, snow, children sliding, barn, cars in distance. 
MARGERY - writer, snow, trees, house , white, green, windows, shutters, grass 
sled , red, sky, wood, barn, fun, hill, leggings , beautiful, cap, hat, 
snowsuit, garage , muffler , lovely, blades of grass, boots , boots , 
snow, branches , scarfs. 
SANDRA - boy, girl, tree , house, grass, sled, sled, car, garage, snow, 
people, orange, red7 red, t ree, black, post, branches , scarf, mittens, 
boots . 
BARBARA - house, house, girl, boot, mittens , snowshoes, hands, grass, scarf 
hat , tree, leggings, gloves, stump, hair, sled, people, ear, earmuffs, 
zipper, face, string, we, stand, snow, snow, branches, car, here, 
coat, shingles , blind, blue, go . 
MOLLY - sled, winter, boots, car, hat , scarf, sky, yellow, mittens, pink, 
white, shutters, shovel, pulling, roof, shed, hill, house, barn, 
laughing, little, big, corn, porch, old, young , tree , branches, orange 
NANCY - man, few girls, trees, houses, car, stalks of hay, yellow grass , 
sleds, caps, leggings, jackets , caps, earmuffs, scarfs, boots , 
mittens, twigs , stumps, river in back of house, snow. 
JEAN - snow, snow, winter, trees without leaves, grass , tiny tree, car , 
children sledding, lots of sleds, big trees, little trees, ocean, 
snow on houses, green window trim, two men out. 
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BETTY ANN - tree, hill, blue, plaid, red, car, barn, grass, house, hill , 
black, green, white, purple, orange, yellow, sled, sky, snow, spots , 
brown, poles, girls, boys , father. 
LINN - houses, car, children coasting, barn, cornstalks , trees, dried up twig , 
sleds , windows, coats , hats, boots , grass (dried up) . 
LORRAINE - children, tree, snow, houses, blinds, windows, grass , winter, 
boots, snowsuits , dead trees, in the afternoon, scarf, sleds. 
• MARION - tree, pick up snow, father, little girl riding sled, boy behind 
her, car way back, barn, stumps of trees, kids on hills, some grass, 
some snow, there's a house, corn stalks, sky, porch on house , trees 
in back of barn. 
MARTHA - house, hill, father and children sliding, boys sliding, trees, garag , 
bushes, snowsuits, boots , green, red, orange, blue, yellow, white, 
black, cornstalks, shutters, window, purple. 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
WORD RESPONSES IN TWO MINUTES TEST (FEBRUARY) 
NANCY - houses, windows, clocks, walls, pencils, books, rulers, ears, finger-
nails, dancing, bugs, desk, chairs, tables, all, goats, me, you, this 
that, blue, colors, red, oranges, butting, pages, bookstands, book-
marks, wheels, carts, doors, toys, dolls, blanket, clothes, nose, 
buttons. 
lANE- cat, dog, dinner, bus, first, the, of,a, Judy, cowboys, fire, blue, 
I sky, songs, picture, that, read, mother, father, or, box, not. 
~ ~~~·A - a, and, was, girl, boy, sore, animals, elephant, lion, suit, dress, 
shoes, hair, baby, fire, sky, glass, Indian, cat, dog, tiger, green, 
orange, red, yellow, tree, bush, house, windo1-1s, grass. 
fONNIE - books, clock, shoes, socks, hair, dress, lights, slip, chair, taste, 
books, paper, pencil, watch, trees, girls, boys, bushes, cats, dogs, 
i 
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rabbits, squirrels, berries, Indians, cowboys, eyes, nose, mouth, 
ears, fingers. 
RUTH - buttons , dress, shoes, stockings, sky, books, table, chairs, music, 
piano, Indian, chief, father, mother, mummy, daddy, bugs, gold, silver, 
orange, green, blue, black, pink, navy, feathers, how, robin, swallow, 
1t 
house, home, door, weigh, north, south, east, west, brown, hair, 
beret, birds. 
SUSAN - mother, father, boys, girls, house, little red schoolhouse, Miss 
MacPartlin, dress, pretty, bracelet, jewelry, coat, hat, storybooks, 
pictures, paper, pencils, paste, scissors, scotch-tape, recess, play-
J room, balls, piano. 
1.26 
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GRACE - go, stop, Lois, Joan, mother, father, Ann, Mister, Mrs., Barbara, 
Patsy, Harold, Donald, Robert, to, is, birds, gray, red, eyes, my, 
me, know, yes, Paula, ~' street, avenue, Jane, Ruth, house, Indian, 
cowboy, cowgirl, cutouts, Nancy, doll, pictails. 
ILYN - grass, go, when, did, it, far, me, book, north, cowboys, Indians, 
and, made, Canada, bugs, clock, hands, music, ring, hall, write, name, 
Marilyn, pencil, case, village, ribbon, hair, fingernails, skirt. 
ORIE - head, rug, cars, wagon, wheels, drawers, toe, foot, leg, mouth, 
nose, cat, dog, book case, desk, chair, table, belt, horn, feet, 
shoes, picture, clock, light, book, chair, radiator, doorknob, Indian, 
walls, light, window, keyhole, watch, ring, bracelet, dress, earrings, 
rouge , lipstick, powder, scarf, coat, hat, boy, girl, velvet, silk, 
rayon, satin, horses, boat, sand. 
ANA - sky, table, arm, head, leg, bugs, robin, face, walk, scene, my, you, 
tree, grass, dress, pants, father, cat, are, state, first, north, 
gold, blue, color, table, shoes, clock, door, chairs, books, leg, 
sky, lights, hair, eyes, legs. 
ITUNE - birds, books, canaries, lovebirds, clock, berets, hair, dresses, 
tables, chairs, Indians, name, dish, was, her, television, ice-chest, 
stove, Stephen Foster, kitchen, pictures, hair-ribbon, planes, robins, 
faces, earrings, shelves, necklaces, horses, doors, beds, lying down, 
twelve, a twenty. 
CIA - books, peanut, dress, hair, earrings, eyes, wall, picture, sky, shoes, 
stockings, dress, hands, arms, fingers, drawers, shelves, chairs, dee 
table, pad, writing, reading, feet, hole, door, shade, easy, ears, 
neck,_!J.oor,_windows,~adiator, _!_ight1 donkey, the, cart, snail, dig 
- ==--==-=-~-- ------------ ------- ------
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WALTER - word, this, the, see, fine, gun, me, February, five, seven, is, 
isn't, Fin, sing, song, feed, sew, poet, writer, sit, chair, door, 
books, pictures, eating, plate, dog, lion, animal, cat, zebra. 
RUSSELL - cat, dog, house, people, grass, boat, water, tree, floor, book, 
none, father, golden, silver, north, green, land, sea, water, child, 
blue, birds, bugs, robins, bluejay, prince, king, restless, sky, is, 
chair, table, shirt, rabbit, tie, shoes. 
ARTHUR - mind, distinguish, hypnotize, went, may, home, biggest, home, maid, 
lake, mule, elephant, big, Macintosh apple, grape, brown, hair, shoes, 
understanding, chair, table, crayons, pencils, books, pants, wrist 
watch, largest, small obey, root. 
PHILIP - locomotives, trains, busses, automobiles, horses, races, riding, 
brightest, windy, March, rain, April, January, become, because, 
alphabet, an~als, basket, balls, oat, dog, rhinoceros, elephant, ze-
bra, whale, fish, dinosaur, tigers, leopards, snakes, Florida, 
California, United States. 
PETER - buds, the, first, birds, read, to, dinosaur, fiction, Bill, cowboys, 
Indians, guns, ·rifles, planes, cannons, boats, gold, old, bold, rack, 
father, grandma, all, spell, mother, village, learn, cat, dog, 
hamsters. 
ROBERT - it, at, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, West Virginia, 
Virginia, Boston, Texas, Arizona, Michigan, California, Wyoming, 
Florida, Kansas, Missouri, Georgia, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. 
EDWARD - mill, fight, light, night, oars, for, fall, tall, or, Indian, army, 
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HAROLD - hope, the, as, write, no, sit, go, to, jail, America, cafe, car, 
hippopotamus, animals, lions, tiger, states, horse, giraffe, monkey, 
money, flat, first, store, east, west, pony Indian, village, north fa-
ther, mother, brothers, book, north, calf, cow, boys, Indian, across, 
Canada, south. 
JOSEPH L. - the, come, on, maid, handle, cut, main, foot, on, off, birds, 
candles, bugs, village, science, music, fiction, books, easy, stop, 
Mr., going, tell, play, test, are, milk, money, Swiss. 
JOSEPH M. - ceiling, sweater, shoes, socks, bugs, birds, animals, bus, chair 
dress, pants, tables, books, clock, lights, letters, tip, jersey, 
paper, nip, elephant, tiger, case, names, box, United States, you, I, 
on, the, off, hog, bug, door, closet, windows, floor, glove, hole, 
mice, cat, dog, me, hurry. 
DICK M. - supper, soup, pot, sun, can, you, how, why, when, where, supplies, 
near, Wednesday, hard, hear, watch, ten, fifty, want, went, there, 
group, reading, pencil, eraser, scotch tape, crayons, rags, ~irt, 
birds, balls. 
STANLEY - school, bus, pencil, chair, table, eraser, package, book, sky, 
blue, Bill, floor, shoe, people, clock, bell, box, cotton, rug, 
radiator, window, window-shade, paper, garden, trees, grass, dirt, 
walk, mountains, snow, rain, sheep, Indians, story, meadow, Stanley, 
mill. 
1.29 
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BILL - sky, blue, bugs, flay, liberty, favorite, story, eraser, bourse, mule, 
ear, boat, birds, robin, books, cowboys, Indians, tribe, brand, is, t 
soldier, fighting, gun, rifle, bayonet, first, door, gold, silver, 
arrow, pistol, bullets, helmet, belt, shirt, pair, pants, boots, 
paint, house, window. 
MICHAEL - I, was, if, the, blue, sky, is, village, that, learned, too, read, 
teacher, books, table, little, stories, tell, am, see, be, ehair, 
table, sit, down, on, off, best, rule, ruler, pencil, eraser, eyes, 
blue, red, green, yellow. 
ARNOLD - eat, fire, store, boat, family, Massachusetts, or, picture, ease, 
book, cowboys, army, guns, boards, Indians, friction-tape, box, note, 
sky, blue, bunny, village, state. 
BONNIE - electric, can, it, cleaner, paint, gymnasium, house, housekeeper, 
is, Ann, Bonnie, floor, desk, trees, keep, house, bracelet, stiek, 
sick, lick, shade, radiator, ground, tape, hose, Jimmy, Jane, Marcia, 
Jerry, soak, pocket, yarn, thread, wateh, clock, ink, drink, ill, 
wind, skirt, gym, mouth, ears, nose, eye, hair, head, Sandy, Melinda , : · 
Anita, erib, bed, ankle, sink, wall, wallpaper, pipe, jungle, arms, I 
feet, hand, feet, toes, legs, slip, oh, gosh, gave, you, that, though 
SALLY - book, go, you, six, year, horse, house, window, going, know, eall, 
light, ehair, desk, box, line, won't, thing, all, dog, eat, switch, 
stiek, tree, cloak, shoe, dress, ribbon, floor, wall. 
WINNIE - bird, nut, seed, squirrel, radiator, shirt, bluejay, chestnut, chi 
munk, canary, furnace, finger, cardinal, fun, more, mail, desk, tree, 
branches, leaves, bureau, dress, floor, pole, window, ehart, trouser. 
1.31: 
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ELIZABETH - cat, mouse, dog, lady, room, house, name, queen, pencil, clock, 
bring, will, door, lasting, eraser, ruler, b,r, store, minute, measure, 
protect, ring, bead, paper, work, yellow, red, green, near, last. 
GAIL - just, and, claim, Douglas, pole, that, shines, screwdriver, sister, 
Donald, brother, sister, walls, son, sing, holes, mother, father, 
information, Massachusetts, floor, sun, came, Mississippi, television, 
telephone, table, is, window, Mr., vacuum, chair, there, doing, done, 
went, shade, Mrs., nails, going, far, away, near, hear, want, teacher, 
miss, hammer, green, pink, red. 
JOAN - nut, let, to subtract, add, eraser, me, miss, . the, people, are, thread 
rain, nine, talk, mother, food, light, head, best, mine, lets, wait, 
write, paper, yes, no, pencil, purple, orange, blue, yellow, white. 
CAROL - door, window, trees, bird, rubbers, desk, stockings, shoes, clothes, 
dart, doll, girl, boy, dress, coat, hat, bed, class, man, kittens, 
chair, thermometer, houses, hands, closet, floor, walls, radiator, 
leaves, temperature, cupboard, people, she, shelves, nails, hammer, 
saw, boots, ice cream, dishes, pains, water. 
CAROL L. - can, see, compass, brook, book, watch, boot, slide, rabbit, bunny, 
car, shoe, dress, wind, tree, tree, sky, clock, clothes, seesaw, cow, 
horse, truck, clouds, sky, leave, flour, pole, grass, dresses, taught, 
pig, numbers, bus, heat, wall, curtain, shutter, table, chair, lake, 
seen, teach, hut, air, trolley, desk, bed, blanket, ceiling, knob, 
door, learn, work, airplane, boat, bird, radiator, cold, hot. 
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MARCIA - can, compass, and, weight , handle, shoes, stockings, land, up, way, 
refrigerat or, clouds, dress, legs, house, dog, cat, tree, table, roo£, 
arm, bricks, home, chimney, sky, bird, branches, ceiling, chair, 
chair, hole, fingers, shade, window, wall , glass, car, carpet, sofa, 
pole, ring, yellow, dark, far, green , blue. 
MELINDA - dog, cat , rat, skunk, fioor, table, chair, ruler, eraser, clock, 
watch, paper, clothes, ring, health, head, foot, dress, shorts, 
chimney, church, manager, pencil, pencils, blouse, stocking, lamb, 
school building, house, woman, girl, boy, jersey, buttons, made, 
children, button, heart, tree, birds, robin, hair, hair, ribbon, 
man, skirt, blow, lamp, light, belt, sweeper, names. 
ANITA - anything, watch, hair, blouse, silver, fiower, plant, breakfast, 
leave, wall, floor, window, sill, shade, light, grass, robin, night, 
stone, such horse, mop, radio, radiator, television, tree, booth, 
cherr y supper, fog, noise, school, bird, sky, ground, chimney, plate, 
pie, dinner, card, word, wonderful, noisy. 
SANDY - wheels, birds, dogs, cats, window, ruler, mill, this, in, standing, 
barn, scissors , Christmas, house, school, girl, pencil, shed, sled, 
chair, Burr, boy, slot, wall, door, door, dolls, people, dirt, light, 
curtain, broom, wham, merry. 
CECELIA - and, the, see, was, house, parking, space, horse, look, light, 
window, tree, ruler, dog, cat, furnace, chair, vacuum cleaner, vegeta 
ble, door, desk, electricity, paper, book, wire, I, gave, that, 
ceiling, walls, stick, pole, roller skates, shoes, oar, street, peno 
CONNIE - let, me, see, plug, clock, three, twenty, socks, foot, hair, 
arithmetic, paper, paper, paper, wall, hooks, cooks, cakes, drink, 
windows, foot, arm, screw, lights, lights, trees, school, birds, 
robin, cherry, eraser, legs, health, I've, roller skate, desk, I've, 
chair, doors, chimney, got, got, dress, chalk, hair, carpet, sweeper, 
door, game, ruler, ruler, pencil, watch, pipe, dirt, stone, gravel, 
pearls, face, Janet, janitor, shelves. 
JERRY - January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, hat, home, 
house, you, friend, spelling, write, picture, wigwam, bone, tape, 
writing, machine, forest, green, cash, register, cups, gallons, boxes, 
sink, bottles, bottles, car, tire, puppy, puppies, empty, full, color, 
green, black, bought, books, painting, paper, paper, toys, birds, 
basket, chairs, desks, cards, metal, silver, blue, first, second, 
third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth. 
DAVID F. - dog, cat, tree, ground, outside, inside, crack, toast, pool, and, 
building, glass, radiator, hold, side, floor, numbers, eggs, forks, 
stove, ceiling, water, chimney, fan, wall, ring, machines, breakfast, 
knives, sink, pine, fir, heater, furnace, children, screw, handles, 
coffee, car, dishwasher, cellar, roor, windowsill, holes, driveway, 
line, paint, paintbrush, fan, cupboard. 
RICKY - cat, run, Ricky, good, fine, I, I, can, name, name, happy, Sandra, 
lot, of, them, folks, got, kid, Tom, word, people, that, that, now, 
right, Nick, pick, boy, car, goose, Dick, mother, father, girl, mat, 
dog. 
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EDDIE - go, come, come, some, something, something, mill, such, much, good-
qye, hello, windy, wish, the, then, they, we, he, running, be, and, 
see, key, runner, me, soap, rope, clothes, road, house. 
STANLEY - not, not, can, can, do, ship, go, window, work, boat, coat, house, 
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chimney, bird, sand, play, tree, grass, fence, shed, bike, shed, scoo . r, 
wagon, wagon, playchest, accident, careful, lions, tiger, bear, grass 
hopper, dog, street, cat, cat, birds, elephant, cellar, playroom, 
room, door, sidewalk. 
RUSSELL - shed, head, bark, dark, band, see, see, oil, measure, let, let, 
me, me, cat, at, make, play, dog, cat, car. 
KEVIN- clock, light, describe, something, rather, I, like, Mr., senor, 
monsieur, floor, five, eight, nine, ten, knob, door, senorita, amigo, 
amiga, bonnes, deos, wall, string, pencil, paper, paper, seat, yard-
stick, Empire State building, vacuum, cleaner, plug, si, si, yes, no, 
red, pants, toenails, fingernails, pole, house, school, build, bus, 
stop, green shirt, shoe, floor , radiator, fingers, inch, yard, foot, 
block, mine, car, street. 
BILLY P. - Bobby, Ryan, Bruce, wear, ten, linoleum, Mickey, grandmother, how 
sitting, be,·· everything, eleven, school, Will, daddy, can, Betsey, 
Allen, near, one, playground, coal, mother, nag, star, moon, little, 
two, window, beer, Charlie, shirt, pants, head, big, wall, floor, oil 
Boucher. 
PAT 14. - see, guess, ocean, sky, ski, ship, boat, shoe, swim, dog, ate, 
fifteen, are, airplane, I've, is, farm, where, read, got, was, use, 
your, book, that, seven, animals, shed, because, coat, fold. 
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BILLY B. - pepper, cookie, someone, name, steel, Charlie, Billy, school , 
Williams, arrow, rubber, seagull, trees, radiator, building, pole, 
iron, Hiss Georgas, sneakers, bricks, top, window, point, ferns, 
clouds. 
DAVID L. - shut, you, see, think, shoes, fine, high, each, other, pole, 
glass, live, shed, oats, sea, go, on, on, keep, keep, to, your, right 
left, light, wall, kite . 
GEORGE - house , bird, nut, chicken, light, pencil, wheel, ego, lamp, car, 
HERBY 
tire, swinging, door, eraser, clock, pump, playground, backyard, 
children, ceiling, red, minute, hand, worm, ant, fish, vacuum, cleane.r-, 
wall, silver, paper, yardstick, doorknob, table, pane of glass, switc~, 
money, screw. 
paper, school, building, it, hands, name, light, socket, ruler, ruler, 
height, man, woman, rang, hick, said, wall, bicycle, radiator, heat, 
numbers, clock, Judy, I've, pink, has, heard, was, hit, tick, Miss 
Georgas, handle, white, roof, ball, race, broke, butted, watch, tree, 
light, black, chimney. 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
PICTURE STIMULUS TEST (FEBRUARY) 
NANCY - sledding, sliding, winter, trees, hat, clothes, boots, sleds, coats, 
scarfs, houses, cars, a little bit of grass, caps, mittens, boots, 
pants, a hill, string, running, coasting, jackets, faces. 
JANE - sled, sliding, snow, coasting, trees, fun, boots, faces, hats, house, 
pulling, winter, jacket, car, grass. 
BARBARA - sliding down the hill, boys and girls having fun, white house with 
green shutters, new car, boots, snow suits, mittens, sleds, father 
on a sled, bare trees, snow, garage. 
CONNIE - man, girl, house, tree, sled, boots, scarf, mittens, hats, bushes, 
windows, doors, house, garage, hill, car, eyes, nose, mouth, 
branches, people, hair, teeth, snm.r, grass, twigs, shutters. 
RUTH - white house, man and little girl sliding, boy sliding on stomach, 
children in the background taking sleds up hill , bare tree, boy 
picking up snow, making snowball, barn in the distance, car by the 
house, snm.t, bushes that have been cut down, wheat, hay, still more 
bare trees. 
SUSAN - sledding, green checked jacket, snow, hills, barn, children, having 
fun, caps, snowsuits, children waiting to go up hill, white house, 
mother inside, pretty sky. 
GRACE - trees, sliding, sleds, boys and girls, snow, fun, hills, garage, 
cars, slippery coats, jackets, hats, snowballs, scarfs, orange, 
people, children, winter, roade 
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MARILYN - fun, sliding, laughing, bare trees, playing, skating, hill, white, 
boots, winter clothes, pulling, pushing, winter sports, birds, 
snowballs. 
MARJORIE - man with girl on sled, man standing, watching, boy and girl pull-
ing up sled, sliding, doYn hill, trees, houses, people coming, out 
of houses, car, garage, grass, trees that have been cut, snow 
covering the ground, children dressed warmly, boy on hill, boy 
coasting. 
JANA- hat,coat, scarf, sled, tree, house, snow, barn, corn, hair, boots, car 
blinds, street, sky, twigs, boys, children, bushes, jacket, girl, 
mouth, laughing, ear muffs, ears, eyes, fathers, running, jumping, 
sliding, lying. 
JUNE - sledding, people on sleds, houses, people, walking up the hill, boys 
coming down on sleds, men and women, people standing, some throwing 
snowballs, some cars, Harn, trees, people waiting, people coming 
out of houses, people coming doW.O, people laughing, small trees, 
tall trees. 
MARCIA - winter, men, girls, boys, trees, sky, houses, snow, grass, branches, 
windows, hats, coats, boots, leggings, scarfs, jackets, sleds, skii 
skates, ice, jackets. 
EDWARD - winter, sliding, snowball, fights, shoveling, the walk, father go-
ing down · with sister, man pulling boy up hill, boys and girls going 
down, barn in the back, house, part of another, upper road, trees 
have no leaves, sky is pinkish. 
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HAROLD - twig, trees, hats, scarf, gloves, coats, pants, boots, sled, snow, 
skiis, rope, windows, glass, shutters, people, car, grass, tree, 
stumps, barn, runners, cat, ear muffs, leggings, shadows, fun, 
cheerful, friends, people, distance. 
JOSEPH - tree, man, girl, boy, house, sled, sky, snow, people, grass, green, 
car, shutters, branches, roof, sled, shed, scarf, boots, overalls, 
babies, stumps, bushes, hill, children, steps, chimney, scarf, hat. 
JOSEPH M. - girl, boy, man, sled, two boys making snovtball, boy going down 
hill, kids at top of hill, tree chopped down, little girl watching, 
two girls playing around house, trees, bare, car parked in back, 
boy has feet up in air, one boy hasn't any gloves on, trees have 
snow on them. 
RICHARD M. - having fun in the winter, house, with green shutters, windows, 
car, driveway, boys and girls, father, ear muffs, ski suit s, trees , 
bushes, pretty sky, cornstalks. 
STANLEY S. - coasting, skiing, having fun in snow, going dovm hills, going 
ice skating, going into house, throwing snowballs, try to knock 
branches off trees with snowballs, ice skating, climbing trees, roll 
in the snow, put on my winter clothes. 
WILLIAl-1 s. - sledding fun, country, winter day, looks like the evening, cold 
day, lots of people, bare trees, sno~covered house, lot of land, 
like the woods, different colored grass, wind blowing. 
-~ MICHAEL - winter, skating, going sledding, making snowballs, cold outside, 
icicles on the houses, snow on the ground, the fun we had this 
winter coasting down the hill, when I was going up the hill, I let 
~o and the sled went zooming down the hill. 
I 
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ARNOLD - toboganning, coasting, snowball fights, breaking windows, making 
snoYmen, snow forts, icicles, branches full of snow, people wearing 
heavy scarfs, sleds, clothes, frozen grass, animals go into houses 
and sleep all winter, frozen bushes, cars skidding on road, shovels , 
mounds of snow. 
WALTER - winter , children, sled, trees, snow, fun, father, house, laugh, land 
lie down, tree-tops, snowy white grounds , playing, sliding, skating, 
skiing, going down, r acing. 
RUSSELL - sled, girl, boys, snow, scarf, hat, house, garage, car, tree, shiri' 
boots, toboggan, sky, twig, stump, tracks, shades, door , wheel, 
shutters, white, orange, corn, hay, distance, pop, hair, deer, greer, 
yel low. 
ARTHUR - house, sled, a boy, snow, coats, trees , a little grass, a scarf, a 
hat, boots, a little shed, some gloves, some jackets, a car, a 
garage, some little children, a father, some little bushes, boys 
going coasting, little clouds. 
PHILIP - sledding, father, boys, girls, bushes , grass, garage, white house, 
snow suits , skiing, green jacket, caps, sky, toboggan, car , 
driveway. 
PETER - coasting, skating, skiing, a house, a car, a hat, a coat, a scarf, 
ski pants, boots, underwear, socks, skates, skiis, branches, twigs, 
hat, grass, stumps, garage, deer, bedroom, playroom, basement, 
tools, rake, a shovel, pick, ice. 
ROBERT - sled, boy, girl, father , free, barn, haystacks, house, car, garage, 
Sky, snow, grass, spring, trees, fun, happy, snowflakes, skiing, 
paints, summer, leaves, water . 
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- - - -=c:=-=-==-===-=-----=---=--=-=-=============--"-====~== l BONNIE - branches, two cars, door, windows, shutters, roof, sled, riding, 
house, car, roots, shoes, heads, ground, people, garage, shed, 
front of sleds, grass, coats, snow, hill, stamps, tree , hat, hat, 
scotty, boots, author of picture, playin& children, haystack, hair , 
scarf. 
SALLY C. -father and little girl sliding, little girl's brother beside them, 
man pulling little girl up hill, little girl shoveling sidewalk, 
children on top of hill, barn with things on it, tree , boys making 
snow balls, someone running from house, coming down hill on same 
tracks, someone pushing someone down hill, someone is walking up, 
all trees covered with snow, see half of other hills , steering sled 
and it gets stuck sometimes. 
WINNIE - sled, children, hay, handkerchief, sliding, parents, bushes, mittens 
people, people, sky, branches, pockets, house, shed, evergreen trees 
windows, tree, scarf, going, window blinds, barn, hat, hill, a 
porch, snow, snowsuits, up, wheat, boots, jacket , car, picture, 
leggings. 
ELIZABETH - winter, children, snowy trees, snow, a man, ice, coasting, snow 
suits, mittens, skiing, boots, sleds. 
GAIL - winter, slide dotin hill, slide down with brother on sled, sisters the 
too , - father and mother watch from window, children playing around 
trees and grass, making sno'WDlen, making snowmen, watching sliding 
down hill, making huts, some others making snowman, helping pull 
sleds, going down hill, having fun skiing, twins going down to-
gether, four sleds hitched together, crashing a t bottom of hill. 
JOAN W. - 'Winter, winter, lot of fun, sliding dovm hill, snowballs, sliding 
down on sled, shoveling snow, keeping warm, pulling sled, going up 
hill, steering sleds, lots of snow, Christmas, picking snowballs, 
walking in snow. 
CAROL L. - snow for winter, father and mother and little girl playing with 
sled, trees are bare, snow on houses, snow on ground, cars all 
snowy, hay 's all piled up and snow's on it, scarfs around necks, 
boots and earmuffs on, mittens on, they have leggings, hats on, 
girl with scarf on, snow on branches of trees, snow on great big 
log. 
CAROL LAYMAN - winter, playing, houses, · fun, snowballs, grass, sliding, 
Santa Claus, sled, jokes, ice, men, fairy land, children, children, 
cars, shouting, trees, sky. 
MARCIA - birds are going back south, chains on car, shutters, storm windows, 
very stormy, very icy outside, winter , sliding and having lots or 
fun, summer is all over, farmer s taking down all things waiting for 
you to come, time to put on snowsuits, men coming to chop down tree 
kids having lots of fun, days are getting shorter, days are going 
to be darker, days are going to be kind of dreary, I am having 
fun in snow. 
MELINDA - fall, child, boy, girl, snow, sled, house, roof, trees, children, 
pink, yellow, yellow, white, green, orange, brown, red, some dark 
brown, light white, some kind of green, purplish, blue, stripes, so e 
grass coveredwi.th snow, p ill with children on it, car, looks like 
ocean back there, a mother, two fathers, man standing up, some ice, 
~~==l'=-==--~~=- ~QI!le black :;!pots, s~me -~~~~~ spo~~~ some blue in snow, small sled. 
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ANITA - tree, green, scarf, father, a house, a house, yellow, earmuffs, 
mittens, sleds, white, boots, overalls, people, brown, slacks, 
grass, blue, barn, stump, red, zipper, snow, car, teeth, toboggan, 
tire, frost, barn, shutters, branch, sky, bushes, purple, cap, girl, 
orange 1 head, boy. 
SANDY- sliding, coming up hill, it's in wintertime, there's a father and 
little girl, boy wants to catch up to them, man's telling little 
boy to go up, another boy watching, girls watching man who's tell~g 
boy to go, kids at top of hill, there are two boys, another boy is 
half way down the hill, man way back going to shovel, boy who's 
going over to hill to slide, two houses way way back, there's a 
barn, there 1 s a tree. 
CECELIA - see house, children on sleds, little barn in background, a hill, 
a car with garage, some sleds, snow, same sky, some children on top 
of hill, hills in background, some grass, peeking up from under, 
people shoveling sidewalk b,y hill, little woods, some children 
going up hill, somebody pulling little girl on sled, some children 
making snowballs, off behind the hill, little car, some twigs, some 
hay bundles, some places where trees have been cut down. 
CONNIE - sled, rock, bending, people, windows, cap, house, shutter, leggings, 
tree, garage, gloves, grass, door, socks, boots, gate, red, hat, 
chimney, coat, roof, scarf, wood, water, bark, car, hay. 
JERRY - sleighing, having fun in winter, lots of clothes, snowy road, falling 
big sleds, caps, sliding, open field, tumbling, climbing, kids bump 
each other in sleds, skiing, skiing, chopping for stove, father and 
girl going down, sleigh riding, sleigh riding, farm house, snowball 
JERRY - fight, boys having ride on double sleds, near a farm, skating. 
(Cont.) 
DAVID F. - coasting, having fun, playing tag, snowball fights, riding in car, 
climbing trees, riding in car, boots, climbing hills, playing in 
snow, hats, going toboggan riding, playing on farm, coat, playing 
in grass, leggings, making snow forts, clothes, sky. 
RICKY - sled, roof, shutter, hat, car, people, shingles, branches, scarf, 
snow, tree, grass, cat, boots, sky, house, door, mill, leggings, 
sky is kinda pinkish, snow, knob, corn, pants, trees got snow on 
them, roots, bark, runners, windows. 
EDDIE - trees, garage, lots of sleds, people, hats, lots of tree stumps, 
sled, coats, lots of dead flowers, houses, boots, snow, scarfs, 
grass, hills, tree stumps, mittens, cars, hay, haylofts, lots of 
trees, barn, lots of people. 
STANLEY - man and girl coasting, small trees, house, bushes, boy pull sled, 
some hats, boys, some men, car, some boys coasting, garage, some 
boys pulling sleds, hill, some boys watching, field, some boys 
coming out of house, windo\rs, snow, little fort, some men with 
caps on, boys making snowballs, some boys throwing snowballs, 
grass, some boys just going up hill, hay, some boys walking up wit 
some boys, shutters on houses, the sky, people with green coats, 
snow on roofs, people with blue coats. 
RUSSELL - father, children, car, sled, snow, house, tree, hats, hill, grass, 
little shed, boy leaning over, father and girl sliding down hill, 
boy pulling sled, man b,1 the house, kids on top of hill. 
·KEVIN - see man with children dragging sled, lots of children on top of hill,
1
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tree half cut down, car far off distance, house with green shutters 
little sticks on ground, children sliding down, snow on top of 
where trees, two boys pulling sled, man and girl going down, boy 
racing, windows of house, barn with hay for harvest, little panes 
of glass cut in squares, car--looks like Ford, trees, porch on 
house, boy with green hat and red tassel, garage, boy with a . 
scarf, two men with yellow scarfs, boys throwing snowballs. 
BILLY P. -man's hat, leggings, man's face, mittens, the scarf, pants, the 
jacket, shirt, the house,, bushes, the ·boots, pieces of snow, the 
sled, feet, tree, tree, car, garage, snow, grass, branch, stumps, 
sky. 
PAT M. - winter, crash, warmth, dead grass, skiing, ride, clothes, fast, 
broken leg, a bed, trees, my father, snowballs, snow, a saw, 
sleding, fun, something dead. 
BILLY B. - sied, sled, coats, ski, boy, hill, ahead, girl, sky, snowballs, 
winter, hat, twig, houses, houses, turn , stump, cold, straight, 
leggings, snow. 
DAVID L. - sled, windo\ors, children, snow, stumps, fathers, houses, grass, 
foot marks, tree, garage, barn, mountains, car, sky, hat, wheat, 
coat, far away, leggings, boots, branches. 
GEORGE R. - snow, shed, cap, hat, people sliding, haystack, ear muffs, dead 
tree, shrubs, pulling, people, green, bump, hill, tan, snowsuit, 
children, when, stump, window, slippery, roof , house, metal, 
covered, land, checkered, leggings. 
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HERBY - people playing with snow, pretty houses, stumps of trees, boy 
throwing snowballs, father watching, children racing .dow.n the 
hill, hazy pink sky, bare trees and branches, brown and black 
boots, green checkered cap, smiling faces, happy children. 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
RESPONSES IN TWO MINUTES RETEST (APRIL) 
color, black, satin, cotton, floor, dot, green, dirty, desk, of, 
paper, hole, window, plastic, pine, house, brick, light, chimney, tr 
hill, green, yellow, silk, chair, Miss Georgas, building, pasture, 
white, sky, snow, grass, horse, cows, pink, cloud, snowflakes , bark, 
tail, shade, red, green, refrigerator, stove, kitchen, bedroom. 
BONNIE - little, shut, whisper , wishes, forcythia, will, clock, whiffle, 
tulips, Gail, colorful, time, green, library, red, whizz, house, 
table, walls, high heels, string, pencil , eraser, gay, chair, paper, 
hands, numbers, swing, skirt, dress, necklace, mop, button, shells. 
GAIL - good, purple, little, small, short, red, blue, huge, tall , yellow, big 
} 
black, enormous, silver, very, brown, tiny, tan, strap, green, wee . 
CONNIE - bright, slippers, colored, adorable, fish, sunshine, gold, pretty1 
black, sand, silvery moon, muddy, green, silver button, green grass, 
juicy, orange, bricks, magic , shelves , beautiful, stones. 
BARBARA - lady, funny, girl, suddenly, chair, car, look, nice, lady, 
lot, seat, think, looking, sweet, glad, parking, purple, boy, 
idea, nice, blue, ten, pearls, gray, broom, several, tables , one. 
CAROL - night, hungry, chair, happy, daylight, trees, hat, child, desk, 
sunset, sky, much, children, bright, sunshine, rainbow, white, dog, 
jolly, warm, heat, joy, beautiful , r oast i ng, clock, radiator, funny. 
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CAROL L. - picture, pumpkin, blue, golden, beautiful, is, table, watch, pre , 
hair, diamond, brushing, gorgeous, girl, feet, ring, jolly, enormous, 
boy, joyful, purple, face, intelligent , building, shoes, wall, black 
ground , radiator, chair, floor, rushed, queer, colorful, skipped. 
I 
MARCIA - light, what, needle, sky, shovel, glass, clip, would, crayons, 
shoelaces, screw, checks, sore, scenery, desk, hole, window. 
MELINDA - clock, build, dress, chairs, hear, queer, hand, schook, paper, 
thermometer, light, joy, house, child, ring, pain, ragged, Ryan, 
button, tables, broom, walls, small, purple, desk, hands, nice, poor, 
reddish blue, blackboards, face, kind, sharp, little, brown, children, 
string, swing, smart, old, black, yellow, red, young, cheerful, gay, 
green, blue, crayon, faithful, happy. 
ELIZABETH- cat, thank you, picture, wouldn't button, yellow, don't, name, 
want, clock, pea, blue, black, not, father, house, purple, run, clean, 
near, please, shoe, ran, dress, far, necklace, very, nice, naughty. 
SALLY - window, string, brush, pencil, wine, red, chair, paper, handle, look, 
p~, pink, brown, brown, switch, linoleum, knob, spring, purple, gra 
clock, wood, light, pain, black, black, green, catch, run, hop, ran, 
sparkle, far, near, house, night, dark. 
~INNIE - chimneys, yellow, violet, enormous, gold, tables, black, black, 
white, horrible, pattons, desks, red, blue violet, pink flower, flesh, 
pink, purple, black, a daisy, navy blue, crocuses, hot dogs, mustard, 
pickalilly, light brown, gray, dark brown, brown. 
JOAN WOOD - look, chair, stay, told, cat, door, soft, wall, let, young, 
black, mind, stay, down, rainy, old, orange, begin, fat, singing, 
man, cooking, pour, gay, purple, laugh, skip, large, huge, tiny, 
address, read, become, boy, girl, town, bus. 
__ L __ 
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SANDY - chair, and, shoe, chalk, white, dog, name, people, people, window, 
black, pencil, house, brown, three, person, glass, yellow, dress, 
cat, watch, from, blue, green, crying, laughing, hopping, jump, slip, 
orange, come, glass, light, call, tiger, lion, elephant, desk, map, 
pencil, string, television, radio, paper, fish, fishing, boat 
STANLEY - Sheila, chain, pants, sneakers, Bobb,y, orange, paper, light, 
skies, Jack, green, crayons, floor, socks, Susie, purple, pencil, 
ceiling, hair, say, names, radiator, chair, purplish, cry, ceiling, 
floor, gray, rainy, sunny, laugh, walls, window, trees, floor, locker, 
door, grass, blous~. 
HERBY - grey, grey, light, door, rubber, plastic, white, white, white, bulb, 
wood, spring, radiator, washing machine, panel, shellac, ballbearing, 
wallpaper, Chevrolet, paper, handle, brush, plug, dusty, speedy, fast, 
sly, fox, groan, cloudy, warmer, strong, gloomy, school, flag, window, 
brick, stars, grass. 
EDDIE - good, bike, light, did, boy, human being, hello, qy, father, girl, 
person, exit, said, mother, baby, people, it, all, think, mother, 
right, now, window, ring, big, dad, teacher, Miss Georgas, one hundre 
thousands, city, can, sweeping. 
DAVID FITTS - black, yard, orange, red, gray, gray, back, silver, brown, 
roof, house, blue, blue, gold, pole, green, yellow, groan, chimney, 
poor, white, animal. 
RUSSELL - Russell, talk, well, pine, rattle, baqy, beak, stood, leaf, 
smooth, shed, with, stand, sky, enormous, head, went, tree, cloud, 
yelps, neat, dusty, glass, candle. 
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BILLY BOUCHER- like, watch, leg, radiator, brick, David, hair,blue, wall, 
clock, pipe, sky, big, minute, trees, desk, round, time, kind, short, 
long. 
BILLY P. - where, everywhere, New Jersey, in, Boston, New Hampshire, names, 
baseball, father, over, places, down, around, this, that , fighting, 
running, slide, hop. 
RICKY - cat, wheels, cover, green, brown, metal, dog, brush, paper, paper, 
while, handle, switch, mouse, nuts, chair, chair, light, spring, 
vacuum cleaner, butts, pink, wood, black, brown, heat, down, up, scrub. 
KEVIN - little, huge, wonderful, big , delicious, lovely, small, nice, dark, 
gigantic, pretty, light, enormous, beautiful, hopped, warmest, careless 
grateful , helpful, softly, selfish, queer, pink. 
GEORGE - health, radiator, clock, scared, gay, green, bird, pole , cover, 
do not, pale, branch, shoe, wallpaper, green, fun, cave, shade, gray, 
minute, exciting, playful, tree, up, like, ceiling, paint, plaster, 
tea, cool, cold, sunny, snap. 
JERRY • stool, radiator, flesh, paper, beautiful, good, polite, stars, crayo , 
quiet, pipe, cloth, stain; happy, good, door, light, window, gleaming, 
some, invited, trees, bare, buds, blossoms, excellent, delicious. 
PAT - you, rode, giant, giant, blue, sky, medium, ski, gas, tremendous, 
shining, flies, bigger, fly, big, beautiful, shine, little, awful, 
ride, gigantic, colorful, colorful, colorless, small, nice, sweet. 
DAVID L. - train, away, ran, six, won, merriest, far, hello, clock, two, 
grade, happy, near, goodpye, close, high, Wednesday, miserable, close, 
run, five, so long, mistress, happiest. 
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EXPER.ll-IENTAL GROUP 
PICTURE STll.fULUS RETEST (APRIL) 
NANCY - sliding, having fun, coasting on a hill, big house, trees covered 
with snow, children dressed warmly, farm, snow-covered hill, happy 
smiling faces, rosy complexions, cold and brisk air, children sittin~ 
and lying down on sleds, nice white snow, ski clothes. 
JANE - icy white snow, yellow woolen scarfs, coasting down the hill, pulling 
the sled, branches waving in the breeze, happy faces, cold weather, 
pulling sleds up hill, yelling at top of their voices, green checked 
jackets, yellow pants, scampering in the snow, all kinds of fun, 
white house with green shutters. 
BARBARA - snowy white ground, bright blue eyes, happy faces, beautiful sky, 
bright green hats, bright scarfs, strong sleds, big trees) skidding, 
new car, black boots, green shutters, laughter, long eoats, 1..1arm mit-
tens, cozy little cottage. 
CONNIE - cool snow, boys and girls, enormous white house , pretty green car, 
bare trees, garage, boys and girls, with rosy cheeks, rows of corn 
stalks, dead grass, bushes, red car, snow, black boots, gay snow 
suits, streaked sky, tiny stumps of trees, pretty caps and scarfs. 
RUTH - icy white snow, boy on a sled, a snowy white house with pretty green 
shutters , pretty pale yellow car, brownish white trees that have 
lost their leaves, cute little children on snowy white hilltop, 
children bundled up tight with wooly clothes, weeds sticking up out 
of snow, yellowish white bar in background. 
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GRACE - glossy white snow, slippery ice, wooly jackets, snug ~lethes, bare 
trees, children laughing and having fun, cozy white house, playing ott-
of-doors, going up and down hill , orange colored sunset, children 
full of pep, green checked jacket, mailman in the distance deliverine 
letters. 
MARILYN - icy white snow, funny laughter, lacy icicles, coasting, fur woolen 
clothes, bare branches of trees, sleds, snow suits, bright colored 
clothes, rosy cheeks, laughing merrily, sparkling blue eyes, shovel-
ing snow, playing games . 
SUSAN - exciting, fluffy white snow, lots of laughter, happy smiling faces, 
soft pink and purple sky, delicate fur on their snow suits, brown 
bluish snow in background, black boots, light soft colored hats, 
yelling tremendously, branches spread gracefully, people look wise 
and kind, sledding quite fast. 
MARJORIE - nice silky white fluffy snow, man with green jacket riding with 
a cute daughter on a sled, house with green shutters and big porch, 
shiny green car, green grass, little boy riding beside father on sled 
shiny new sled with bro\m top, big children, short children waiting 
at top of hill. 
JAN! - snowy, icy, coasting on sleds, bare trees with bits of snow, dressed 
in warm clothes , big rubber boots, laughing gaily, house with green 
shutters, warm wooly caps, sticks lying on grass, sunset sky, speed-
ing along down hill, running and jumping, shiny new car in drive\.J'ay • 
JUNE - people throwing snowballs, people sliding on sleds, houses all 
around, men and women watching, people taking sleds up and dolm, 
sticks sticking out of ground, getting ready to throw snowballs, 
cars parked, gayly colored clothing. 
MARCIA - boys and girls playing in snow, sledding together, wrapped tightly 
in warm snug clothes, fathers and boys having fun, pretty white 
house in the snow, trees bare, fleecy white snow with tracks, 
grass that you can hardly see, boys and girls skating on ice, rosy 
cheeks, happy faces. 
WALTER - summer, fun, trees, velvety snow, crisp cool air, nice warm fire, 
bare trees, sledding down the hills, tall -hills, leggings, crash, 
coasting, white house, zooming, car, swimming in the water, cool 
breeze, laughing. 
RUSSELL- red and black jacket, green and white cap, fast as the wind, zoomirg 
like fifty, skating into the ditch, grayish white snow, red and 
orange woolen hat, yellow leggings with snow on them, blue jacket 
with red gloves to match, purple sweater, sliding into a tree, chain: 
on tires . 
ARTHUR - green hat, shining white snow, white house with green shutters, 
brown boots, blue woolen jacket, yellow pants, speeding sleds, zoom-
ing down the hill, little branches of trees, car, blue scarf, warm 
red jacket, garage, near the house, green pants covered with snow, 
tracks in the snow, warm ear muffs. 
PHILIP - father sliding with children, great big house with beautiful sky in 
background, children having fun, dressed warmly. and snugly, Sunday 
afternoon, mother busy cooking pot roast, grandmother busy making 
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PHILIP - apple pie, grandfather at work, skating at the pond, toboggans. 
(Cont.) 
PETER - caps, scarf, blue, coat, ski pants, black boots, gloves, sled, 
brown grass, snowy hill, .garage, house, window, door, wood, bare 
trees, stumps, twigs , rope, paper. 
ROBERT - beautiful white house with green shutters, new Cadillac in driveway 
garage, people coasting down hill having lots of fun on icy white 
snow, laughing when boy went into side of road, in background are 
cornstalks, mother walking around house, boy wearing a coonskin hat, 
orange shirt, woolen hats, red jacket and brown pants. 
EDWARD - big white house, car parked, tremendous big hill, slippery road, a 
lot of sleds, rosy sunset, some having a snowball fight, trees t-rith 
no leaves, mountains in the distance, green shutters, fleecy snow, 
man pulling girl up hill. 
HAROLD - coasting, , going up a hill, nice warm hats, yellow scarf, barnyard, 
bare trees, green shutters, children, having tun, cars, snowy white, 
coasting, red hat, rosy red faces, black boots, people having fun, 
walking up the hill, cars far away, purple hats and red coat, green 
hat with red button. 
JOSEPH - house with green shutters, tree with branches, girl wearing purple 
sweater, hill covered with white fleecy snow, man arid girl sliding 
on sled, two boys fighting with snowballs, big brown haystacks in 
field, man with green hat and yellow kerchief, boy sliding on hill, 
ten people sliding down hill having a race, garage .with green doors. 
JAY - fleecy white snow, chilly cold air, cold drizzly day, sliding down 
like mad, dark green sweater, boots black as coal, scarf yellow as a 
P-umPkin. havin-2: fun. brown brush. hard pulling, haPPY faces. 
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RICHARD - snowy white winter, everybody coasting, velvet snowy hill, having 
snm.,rball fight, everybody is having a gay time, dressed in pretty 
colors, red checks, corn stalks in the distance, green checked 
jacket, snow flying through the air, cheeks glowing. 
STANLEY - fleecy white snow, coasting, skiing, maple trees, playing in the 
barnyard, skating, riding, cold brisk day, going for a ride, rolling 
in the snow, jumping down hills, playing together, fun in the hay-
stack, warm winter clothes, heavy black boots, big white house with 
green shutters. 
BILL - gliding over soft silky snow, cozy house beside the road, gaily laugh 
ing, bright red jackets, sparkling brown eyes, dressed in warm 
woolen clothes, having an exciting time, brown grass, smiles on 
faces, slipping and sliding. 
MICHAEL - snowy white, shiverying, interesting, cold, tall boys, happy faces, 
small boys, coasting skiing, clear cold day, slippery roads, icy 
roads, bare trees, beautiful scene. 
ARNOLD - gl6ssy snow, trees in the snow, big branches, steep hill, coasting 
on sleds, rosy cheeks, dressed warmly, glaciers, cars, skidding, 
tracks in the snow, smiling faces, waiting for a ride, husky boys, 
shack, windows, short and tall boys, sky, small barn, delightful day 
scarf blowing in the breeze. 
SUSAN - exciting, fluffy white snow, lots of laughter, happy smiling faces, 
soft pink and purple sky, delicate fur on their snow suits, brown 
bluish snow in background, black boots, light soft colored hats, 
yelling tremendously, branches spread gracefully, people look wise 
and kind ui te fast. 
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ANITA - winter time, bare trees, orange sky, cornstalks, sleds, big sleds, 
scarves, chilly, cold, big house, tall trees, stumps, foot marks, 
dog tracks, sled tracks, shoveling, people, hill, cars, barn with 
snow, grass, twigs, coat, hats, boots , snow, name, purple, yellow, 
green, blue, brown, red, white, gray, black, black. 
BONNIE - girl with red hat, boy with green hat, boy with green hat too , 
cold, frosty frozen day, children at top of hill , beautiful pink sky, 
white and grayish snow, little tiny car, big car, shutters, snow, 
happy, jolly, one girl has snow in boots, winter time , stumps, lots 
of trees. 
GAIL - long big hill, with white marks, white thick snow, big white house 
with snow on roof, green shutter, big window, brown and black tree 
with snow on branches, big tree--some cut off, boy sliding down on 
shorter sled, dark green jacket with brown, yellow and orange mittens 
little boy coming out with sled, little boy coming out of tall deep 
grass, black scarf, yellow jacket, little boy walking down hill , 
little girl and father, little girl on long sled, girl with yellow 
pants, white boots, red hat, boy with green hat, green jacket, red 
mittens . 
CONNIE - sled, hat, snow, white tree, red check hat, white house, happy, mad, 
crazy, big hill, children, black boots, buckled boots, gay, chubby, 
little grass, tall tree, gray pants, white boots. 
BARBARA- white snow, people sledding, two people sliding, some skiing, red 
car, yellow car, boy with sled--pulling it, father pulling girl, 
boys throwing snowballs, trees with tops cut off, some hay, grass 
with snow, two houses--white, green shutters, happy, gay, having fun 
BARBARA- snowy day, foggy day, sky 1 s pinkish orange, boys pulling sleds, 
(Cont.) 
little girl going down on sled, branches covered with snow. 
CAROL - cold day, damp, snowy, children having fun, have sleds, one girl has 
white rubber boots, father has yellow scarf and green checked hat, 
gray suits, one girl has yellow leggings, blue scarf around boy's 
neck, blue snow-suit, happy people, grass blowing, not spring, trees 
are bare, steep hill, laughing, having fun, white house, yellow car, 
red car, children near house, orange and green snow-suit, little 
boy looks sad. 
CAROL L. - sky, orange, purple, fun, sliding, scarves, laughing, joking, 
smiling, sitting, frost, housetop, sled, hay, frozen, snow, Santa 
Claus, reindeer, sled, car, steering, bright, Christmas, garage, tree 
children, fathers, busy, white, runners, merry, playing, houses, 
fairyland, beautiful, wonderful, singing, wheels, treetrunks, walking 
tired. 
MARCIA - sled, drifting snow, checkered, talking, green, sunset--purplish, 
haystalks, hill, boots, scarf, bush, garage, purple, smiling, white, 
branches, stump. 
MELINDA - tree, mother, car, house, green shutter, lots of children, childre~ 
sliding down the hill, father sliding with one child, boy racing, 
he's lying down, little grass, hat, coat, boots, barn, mother, cap, 
boots, leggings, sky is orange and gray, snow on top of trees, windy 
day, children with snow all over, black footprints, children going 
up hill, trees in back, two houses, paths covered with snow. 
ELIZABETH - green, purple, sled, hat, house, blue scarf, yellow runners on 
sled, some boys and girls playing, some white snow, little tiny bit 
of green grass, a car , orange sled, cold day, icy streets. 
SALLY - boy racing down hill , way off children are sliding down, pulling 
sleds, watching, man pulling sled, car way off, car behind house, man 
and boy standing on sidewalk, cornfield covered with snow, house 
covered with snow, children covered with snow, bushes covered with 
snow, trees covered with snow, dead grass covered with snow. 
YINNIE - man wearing green hat , girl wearing red hat, boy wearing orange hat 
boy wearing black scarf, boy wearing violet and orange hat, girls 
wearing white boots, cheerful, smiling, tall man, small girl, people 
sliding down hill, tall man pulling girl, boy getting up from snow, 
tall house, happy, grass out of snow, man rolling in snow, trees are 
bare . 
JOAN W. - winter, snow, playing, sliding down hill, snowing, trees covered 
with snow, car with chains on, children having fun, bundling up warm, 
stumps filled with snow, beautiful sunset, houses covered with snow, 
garages, children sliding down hill, having fun, happy. 
SANDY - little girl, a sled and father, boy trying to beat her, father and 
little boy telling them to win, girls and boys cheering, man pulling 
sled, boy coming down, boy wat ching, two little boys throwing snow-
balls, man and wife beside house, girl with boots , two cars way Yay 
off, sort of little hi ll, house way way back . 
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STANLEY - coasting, trees, grass, man, children, car, garage, house, snow, 
sky, shutters, doorstep, blue hat, brown hair, blue scarf, man with 
a green and black coat, red, red jackets, green jackets , yellow car, 
orange car, brown bag, boys watching, coasting, blue coat, boys 
making snowballs, dead trees , little gray shed, lots of snow on roof, 
man has black boots, white boots, children running, girl has shovel. 
HERBY- white snow, light green child's cap, sleds going fast, scarves are 
waving in wind, runners are making lanes in paths, cornstalks tied 
up , have fluffy white head, whole lot of kids on hill, having grand 
time watching, tree that's been cut--is stubqy, looking as if it 
would die . 
EDDIE - man has yellow coat on, boy has green hat and red on top, man has 
red hat, boys sliding on red sled, boys throwing snowballs, yellow 
car, old trees, little tree stumps, yel low jackets, blue scarves, 
blue coats , red car in distance, boy with orange mittens, dead grass, 
yellow house, garage, barn, trees, hay, yellow l eggings, red coats. 
DAVID F. - branches, gray barn, red sled, orange and purple hat, green hat 
and earmuffs, blue scarf, red mittens , red mittens, red hat , black 
shoes, black boots, checkered hat, pllll{ coat, brown pants, white 
snow, sliding, coasting, tan car, red car , brown snowsuit, green 
coat, yellow scarf. 
RUSSELL - red hat , purple and orange, yellow car, yellow scarf, white boots, 
snow, sled, a man coasting, white snow, red mittens, blue scarf, 
grass, grass, tree, tree, boy pulling sled uphill , shed, checked 
hat, happy children. 
BILLY B. - tree, tree, snow, dark day, gloomy, sled, hat, house, scarf, 
grass, coasting. 
BILLY P. - riding, houses, t ree stumps, in the field, cars in driveway, 
sliding do~ hill, trees in snow, snow on rooftop, blue sky, purple 
mit tens, white mit tens, snm-1 on boots, green hat, yell ow scarf, black 
boots, blue coat, green coat, checked hat, white gloves, snow pants . 
RICKY - green hat on man, yellov1 scarf, red hst, purple and orange hat , 
orange, snow-covered trees, white house , green shutters, red barn, 
blue scarf, red and white checkered hat, garage, sled, red rurru1ers, 
two men, fourteen children, four sleds, blue jacket. 
KEVIN - little girl with tuo big men, medium-sized boy, big house, medium-
sized cut off tree, medium-sized barn, bushes with icicles, little 
Ford car, long grass , little twigs, little girl , little branches 
growing with grass, big tree in front of house, big tree in back, 
two little tiny trees. 
GEORGE- little girl and father coasting, father has earmuffs, yellow scarf, 
looks happy and gay, brother having race , father and sister winning , 
man with green checked hat, pulling sled, barn in distance covered 
_with snow, dead tree--no leaves , windy day, stumps of hay, grass 
a:ll bra~, sort of cold and breezy, feel gay, little girl with blue 
scarf hanging dovm, few houses , little girl wit.h white boots, father 
has green hat. 
JERRY - green ,hat , ~ two .. ·green hats , boy making snovrba:lls, boy sliding, father 
and girl in bright colors , children on top of hill, children coming 
doYTI, children going around curve, old tree, barn over on right side , 
gray barn, white house , white garage, standing near road , children 
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JERRY - laughing, children rolling in snow, two people shoveling walk, two 
(Cont.) · 
people going up high, gay-colored cap, little sled, big sled, father 
watching them go, snowy day, orange coat on boy, blue scarf on boy, 
two boys with yellov7 scarfs. 
PAT - big man, old tree, man and girl riding on sled, big hill, slippery, 
old tree stumps, lot of old tall grass, some tree stumps, big white 
hou~e , two cars in background, pretty sunset, happy childr~n, rosy 
cheeks, pretty jolly children, gay time of year, shiny snow on ground, 
cornfield, in back, big old barn, rotten trees, lot of new sleds. 
DAVID 1.- house car, sled, snow, wheat, children, trees, garage, sky,. barn, 
grass, stumps, one, hill, little trees, wheel, runners, footprints. 
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